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Povzetek
Naslov: Segmentacija lebdečih predmetov v podatkih LiDAR
V nalogi poskusimo segmentirati lebdeče predmete, kot na primer letala,
ptice, balone ali drone, v zračnih podatkih LiDAR. Predstavimo hevristično
metodo za odkrivanje lebdečih predmetov (RBNN). Preizkusimo jo na delu
podatkovnega nabora ARSO, ki je zajem terena celotne Slovenije s tehnolo-
gijo LiDAR. Rezultati ponudijo precej kandidatov, vendar po pregledu naj-
demo le en lebdeči predmet med kandidati v 3 km2 kosu terena. Sklenemo,
da podatkovni nabor ne vsebuje dovolj lebdečih predmetov za rešitev pro-
blema s strojnim učenjem. Poskusimo z obogatenjem podatkovne množice
z navideznimi lebdečimi objekti, nato pa učenjem modela strojnega učenja
iskati le te v obogatenem podatkovnem naboru. Ideja je, da bo tako naučen
model našel podobne predmete, ki so v resnici pravi lebdeči predmeti. Pred-
stavimo cevovod obogatitve, s katerim obogatimo podatkovni nabor LiDAR
s poljubnim poligonskim modelom (dodan predmet). Kvaliteto obogatitve
vrednotimo po konsistentnosti skeniranja dodanih predmetov z realnim ske-
niranjem LiDAR. To sestoji iz vprašanj kam naj dodani predmet postavimo
in kako naj ga posnamemo. Naša metoda zanesljivo reši problem postavlja-
nja dodanega predmeta. Problem snemanja je določanje smeri in lokacije
snemalnika. Smer z našo metodo izračunamo s povprečnih 18 kotnih sto-
pinj napake, izračunanih na 2,219 dodanih predmetih, na 50 km2 terena v
podatkovnem naboru ARSO, ter zanesljivo izračunamo lokacijo snemalnika,
če poznamo smer snemanja. Na koncu uporabimo sodobno metodo za se-
gmentacijo oblakov točk z navedenimi obogatenimi podatki. Algoritem ima
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prednosti in slabosti v primerjavi z metodo RBBN, perspektivna ideja je
njuna združitev.
Ključne besede
računalniški vid, umetno zaznavanje, segmentacija, segmentacija oblakov točk,
zračna simulacija LiDAR, obogatitev LiDAR
Abstract
Title: Floating object segmentation in airborne LiDAR data
In this thesis we attempt to segment floating objects – for example, air-
planes, birds, balloons, and drones – in airborne LiDAR data. We present
a heuristic method (RBNN) for discovering floating objects and evaluate it
on a subset of the ARSO dataset, which is a scan of the entire terrain of
Slovenia. The results offer many candidates but only one true floating object
in 3 km2 of terrain. We conclude that there are too few positives to solve
this problem via supervised learning. To address this issue, we augment
the dataset with virtual floating objects and then train a machine learning
model to find these in the augmented dataset. The idea is that such a model
will then be able to find similar objects in unseen data that are in fact real
floating objects. We present an augmentation pipeline with which we can
augment any LiDAR dataset with any polygonal model (known as an aug-
mentable). We determine the quality of the augmentation by evaluating the
consistency of the virtual scanning with the real scanning. This is composed
of two subproblems: where to place the augmentable and how to scan it.
Our method reliably solves the problem of placing the augmentable. The
difficulty in scanning lies in determining the scan direction and the location
of the scanner during scanning. We determine the direction with 18 angular
degrees of error, computed on 2,219 augmentables, over 50 km2 of ARSO
dataset terrain, and we can reliably determine the location of the scanner if
we know its direction. In the end, we use a modern point cloud segmentation
method with the augmented data. The algorithm has advantages and dis-
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advantages when compared to RBNN, and it may be beneficial to combine
both methods.
Keywords
computer vision, machine perception, segmentation, point cloud segmenta-
tion, airborne LiDAR simulation, LiDAR augmentation
Razširjeni povzetek
Zračna tehnologija LiDAR je relativno nova tehnologija s katero lahko po-
snamemo 3D posnetke realnega sveta.
Deluje tako, da ima letalo na spodnji strani postavljen senzor LiDAR, ki
dela kotne premike do natančno določenega maksimalnega kota in z določeno
frekvenco strelja laserske žarke na teren, nato pa zaznava njihov odboj, da
dobi lokacijo točke trka s terenom.
Na tak način proizvede velike oblake točk, ki predstavljajo teren nad
katerim je letalo potovalo med snemanjem. Kot rezultat tega je na voljo več
podatkovnih zbirk različnih terenov po svetu, kot je naprimer ARSO [1] za
teren celotne Slovenije.
Zanimiv problem v povezavi s takšnimi oblaki točk je njihova segmenta-
cija. Več raziskovalcev se je že ukvarjalo s segmentacijo pogostih predmetov
kot je na primer segmentacija vegetacije [2], zgradb [3], tal [4] in nekaterih
manj pogostih predmetov kot so na primer elektrovodi [5].
Ta magistrska naloga se ukvarja s segmentacijo lebdečih predmetov v
omenjenih podatkih. Lebdeče predmete o definiramo kot takšne, ki se tran-
zitivno ne dotikajo tal t. Dva objekta sta v relaciji tranzitivnega dotikanja,
če ne obstaja množica objektov, kjer se vsak predmet dotika vsaj enega dru-
gega v množici, v katero sta vključena o in t. To velja za predmete kot so
ptice, baloni, letala, droni in podobni.
Z izgradnjo metode na osnovi obstoječega algoritma predlagamo kandi-
date za lebdeče objekte, nato pa jih analiziramo. Najdemo tri poglavitne
probleme glede teh podatkov: pravi lebdeči predmeti so izjemno redki med
i
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kandidati, majhni primerki so vzorčeni zelo redko in za marsikatere kandidate
je preveč težko določiti če so lebdeči predmeti ali ne.
Posledično se problema lotimo z ustvarjanjem svojih navideznih lebdečih
predmetov (dodani predmeti) in jih vložimo v obstoječe podatkovne množice
(obogatenec)- temu procesu pravimo obogatitev.
Najbolj uspešne segmentacijske metode zadnjih let so pretežno zgrajene
na osnovi globokega učenja, zato želimo uporabiti najboljšo tehniko za naš
problem. Ker nimamo resničnih oznak, želimo metodo naučiti razpoznavati
obogatene dodane predmete, potem pa v še ne videnih množicah najti pred-
mete, ki so jim podobni, za katere želimo da so pravi lebdeči predmeti.
Naloga je strukturirana tako, da v poglavju 1 podrobneje predstavimo
področje umetnega zaznavanja in kako se naša naloga navezuje na to področje
ter cilje naloge. Nato v poglavju 2 predstavimo sorodna dela na področju
3D segmentacije na splošno, nekatere najsodobnejše metode, ki bazirajo na
osnovi globokega učenja ter podobna dela, ki se ukvarjajo s 3D segmentacijo
in so si prav tako pri svojem problemu pomagali z obogatitvijo množic. V
poglavju 3 podrobneje predstavimo podatkovno množico ARSO s katero se
ukvarjamo skozi celotno nalogo. V poglavju 4 predstavimo kako smo se
lotili iskanja lebdečih predmetov na začetku in rezulate raziskave podatkovne
množice na koncu pa podrobneje pojasnimo izbiro za obogatitev podatkovne
množice. V poglavju 5 podrobno predstavimo problem obogatitve in našo
rešitev. V poglavju 6 predstavimo sodobno tehniko za segmentacijo oblakov
točk, ki jo uporabimo za segmentacijo. V poglavju 7 predstavimo rezultate
naše naloge ter za konec zaključke naše raziskave v poglavju 8.
I Sorodna dela
V [6] lahko najdemo pregled celotnega področja segmentacije oblakov točk
do leta 2013. Avtorji metode pretežno razdelijo v kategorije glede na nji-
hov osnovni koncept. Metode se delijo na metode na osnovi robov, regij,
atributov, modelov ali grafov.
I. SORODNA DELA iii
Robne metode najdejo robove regij v oblaku točk, potem pa vse zno-
traj povežejo v en segment. Primeri so [7, 8, 9]. So občutljive na šum in
neenakomerno porazdelitev točk.
Regionalne metode povežejo sosednje točke v segmente na osnovi njihovih
atributov. Primeri so [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Slabost teh je, da so polavtomatske,
saj zahtevajo izbiro začetnih točk, imenovanih semena.
Atributne metode snujejo na izračunu značilk na podlagi točk in njiho-
vih sosedov ter njihovo gručenje na podlagi teh značilk. Examples of such
methods are [15, 16, 17]. Zelo so odvisne od kvalitete izbranih atributov.
Modelne metode snujejo na algoritmih kot je RANSAC ali Houghova
preslikava in želijo odkrivati enostavne geometrijske oblike v oblaku točk.
Primeri so [18, 19]. Njihova slabost je, da ne morejo odkrivati kompleksnejših
segmentov.
Grafne metode zastavijo segmentacijo kot problem z grafi, na primer par-
ticijo grafa ali [20] or rast regij [21]. Vsaka tehnika pa na nek način preslika
oblak točk v graf.
Vsem tem tehnikam je skupno to, da delujejo dobro če so prilagojene
za zelo specifične naloge, mnogokrat pa jim manjka robustnost sistema, ki
samega sebe prilagaja glede na nalogo.
Ta primanjkljaj naslovijo sodobne metode, ki so zgrajene na osnovi glo-
bokega učenja. Temeljni začetni problem takšnih metod je bil, da oblaki točk
niso urejeni, kar pa nevronske mreže zahtevajo. Zato so zgodnje metode iz
oblakov točk računale različne vmesne predstavitve, ki so bile urejene, kot na
primer projekcija teh točk na 2D ravnine ali vokselizacija prostora. Primeri
takšnih metod so [22, 23, 24, 25].
Prva metoda globokega učenja, ki deluje direktno na točkah je bila me-
toda PointNet [26], primeri kasnejših podobnih metod so tudi PointNet++
[27], najboljša odprtokodna tehnika SPGraph [28] in trenutna najboljša teh-
nika KPConv[29].
Primeri segmentacije konkretnih primerov oblakov točk LiDAR, ki dobro
delujejo, so segmentacija tal [4, 30, 31], segmentacija vegetacije [2], segmenta-
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cija zgradb [3] in segmentacija elektrovoda [5]. Te tehnike pretežno pripadajo
zgornjim, z nekaterimi izboljšavami, [28] pa je najsodobnejši pristop, ki se
lahko uporablja za zanesljivo segmentacijo večih razredov hkrati.
Prav tako predstavimo področje obogatitve podatkov v povezavi z oblaki
točk. Načeloma se obogatitev uporablja za pridobitev večih učnih primerov
za strojno učenje. Načeloma metode uporabljajo 3D programe ali programe
za izdelavo iger za obogatitev podatkov z virtualnimi elementi. Primeri ta-
kšnih so [32], [33]. Konkretno za obogatitev podatkov LiDAR so v [34] upo-
rabili virtualni senzor v igri GTA V, sicer gre v tem primeru za prizemljen
senzor LiDAR. Za pomoč pri obogatitvi je bilo razvitih že več programskih
knjižnic kot na primer [35, 36].
II Iskanje lebdečih objektov
Lebdeče predmete o definiramo kot takšne, ki se tranzitivno ne dotikajo tal
t. Dva objekta sta v relaciji tranzitivnega dotikanja, če ne obstaja množica
objektov, kjer se vsak predmet dotika vsaj enega drugega v množici, v katero
sta vključena o in t. To velja za predmete kot so ptice, baloni, letala, droni
in podobni.
Po omenjeni definiciji jih želimo segmentirati v podatkih ARSO. Najprej
želimo priti do primerkov lebdečih predmetov znotraj te podatkovne množice,
nato pa jih tudi označiti, da bi lahko preverjali efektivnost segmentacijskih
metod za ta problem.
Za namen odkrivanja primerov uporabimo algoritem radialno omejenih
najbližjih sosedov (RBNN) [37], s katerim lahko pridobimo segment tranzi-
tivnih tal, vse kar pa ne spada v ta segment so kandidati lebdeče predmete.
Na to metodo se sklicujemo z RBNN.
Za vizualizacijo rezulatov omenjene metode predstavimo program Point-
Cloudia, ki je namenjen prikazovanju oblakov točk, prikazovanju rezultatov
segmentacije, označevanju predlaganih kandidatov segmentacije in obogate-
nju podatkov.
III. OBOGATITEV v
Program v tej fazi uporabimo za vpogled v rezultate RBNN za 3km2
terenskih podatkov LiDAR v zbirki ARSO, ter označevanje predlaganih kan-
didatov.
Po analizi kandidatov v omenjenem delu podatkovne množice ARSO,
ugotovimo, da je v množici kandidatov vsebovan šum v obliki uličnih svetilk,
semaforjev, zastav, delov krošenj dreves, elektrovodov, in podobno. Preosta-
nek množice so večinoma kandidati za katere je pretežko določiti če so lebdeči
predmeti ali ne, ter natanko en kandidat za katerega smo bili sigurni, da je
lebdeči predmet.
Ker je množica neznanih kandidatov velika in ker je pravih lebdečih pred-
metov v označeni zbirki malo, se odločimo problem reševati s pristopom z
obogatitvijo podatkov.
III Obogatitev
Cilj obogatitve je v obstoječo podatkovno množico vložiti navidezne množice
točk, ki predstavljajo vložene lebdeče predmete v zbirki. Osnovni kriterij
za kvaliteto obogatitve je konsistenca s snemanjem podatkov v realnosti, ali
poenostavljeno, želimo, da je čim težje odkriti da vloženi predmeti v resnici
ne pripadajo množici podatkov, torej da niso realni.
Želimo torej čimbližje ponarediti proces snemanja LiDAR in z razvitim
sistemom snemati čimbolj realne virtualne lebdeče predmete.
Problem razstavimo na tri podprobleme: Priprava virtualnega modela
lebdečega objekta, problem vložitve enega ali večih objektov v obstoječo
množico (pravimo jim dodani predmeti), ter na problem pretvorbe dodanih
predmetov v množice točk, ki predstavljajo njihov sken (pravimo jim oboga-
teni dodani predmeti).
V našem primeru za virtualni model lebdečega objekta uporabimo poli-
gonske modele. Definiramo 4 tipe lebdečih objektov - ptica, dron, letalo in
balon, vsakemu pripada natanko en poligonski model. Vsak poligonski mo-
del skaliramo glede na smiselne velikosti v katerih se ti tipi lebdečih objektov
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pojavljajo v realnosti.
Kriteriji za problem vložitve objektov v obstoječo množico so to, da so
objekti vloženi nad talni segment oblaka točk, ter da se ne prekrivajo z dru-
gimi objekti ali dodanimi predmeti v podatkovni množici. Prav tako želimo
imeti nadzor nad tem kako daleč od tal so dodani predmeti, saj so tisti bližje
tlom načeloma težji problemi za segmentacijske metode.
Problema se lotimo tako, da najprej poljubno gosto vzorčimo prostor v
mejah trenutne podatkovne množice. Množico vzorcev nato prefiltriramo z
zaporedjem filtrov, ki zagotovijo navedene pogoje. Podzemni filter zagotovi,
da so vse točke nad tlemi, filter prekrivanja zagotovi da se dodani pred-
meti med seboj ne prekrivajo, z metodo RBNN pa zagotovimo, da se dodani
predmeti ne prekrivajo s preostalimi predmeti v podatkovni množici.
Kriterij za problem pretvorbe dodanih predmetov v obogatene dodane
predmete je, da mora biti pretvorba konsistentna s snemanjem objekta v
realnem svetu. Za reproduciranje pogojev snemanja potrebujemo lokacijo le-
tala ob snemanju, smer potovanja letala, njegovo hitrost, ter lastnosti samega
snemalnika LiDAR, torej kotno hitrost, razpon kota ter frekvenco vzorčenja
snemanja.
Kotno hitrost, razpon kota ter frekvenco vzorčenja snemanja snemalnika
LiDAR in hitrost letala razberemo iz primera konfiguracije snemanja snemal-
nika Riegl LMS-Q780, ki je bil uporabljen za snemanje podatkovne množice
ARSO, navedene v specifikaciji [38].
Smer potovanja letala ocenimo s pomočjo majhne množice točk Sa, ki
je direkno pod vložitvijo obogatenega dodanega predmeta a v podatkovni
množici, kjer želimo oceniti smer snemalnih linij odraženih v postavitvi točk.
Oceniti želimo le orientacijo letala glede na vertenje okoli z osi. Za ta problem
predstavimo 3 metode.
Pokažemo, da lahko iz kotne smeri potovanja letala, množice Sa, ter do-
danemu predmetu a najbližje točke p v Sa določimo tudi natančno lokacijo
letala med snemanjem točke s. Predpostavimo, da je bila to tudi lokacija
med snemanjem dodanega predmeta.
IV. SEGMENTACIJA vii
Nazadnje predstavimo implementacijo virtualnega snemalnika LiDAR, z
nastavljivimi lastnostmi kot so kotna hitrost, potovalna hitrost, frekvenca
vzorčenja ter maksimalen kot. Snemalnik je realiziran v okolju UnrealEn-
gine4.
IV Segmentacija
Za segmentacijo uporabimo tehniko SPGraph, ter metodo RBNN.
Tehnika SPGraph je osnovana na osnovi globokega učenja, natančneje
preslika oblak točk v graf povezav med različnimi segmenti v oblaku točk,
nad tem grafom pa potem izvaja robne konvolucije. Moč te tehnike je, da
lahko v svojo odločitev vključi relacije med različnimi segmenti v oblaku
točk, kar je v primeru lebdečih predmetov zelo pomembno.
Tehnika deluje v štirih stopnjah. V prvi stopnji preslika oblak točk v
množico gruč, od katerih vsaka predstavlja segment enostavne geometrijske
oblike znotraj oblaka točk - pravimo ji geometrijska particija. V drugi stopnji
se iz geometrijske particije izračuna tako imenovani graf supertočk, ki opiše
relacije med sosedjimi elementi geometrijske particije. V tretji stopnji se
izračuna vložitev supertočk v vektorje, kateri so potem lahko uporabljeni kot
vhodni podatki v nevronsko mrežo. Zadnja stopnja izvajanja pa je globoko
učenje nad vložitvami grafa supertočk, ki tudi proizvede končno segmentacijo
oblaka točk.
V Rezultati
Rezultate predstavimo v zvezi z ocenitvijo smeri snemanja, obogatitvijo ter
segmentacijo.
Za ocenitev smeri snemanja označimo 50 km2 terena množice ARSO,
v katero vložimo okoli 3000 dodanih predmetov, kjer za vsakega označimo
pravo smer snemanja. V tabeli B.1 so navedene tudi posebnosti vsakega 1
km2 kosa terena, ki predstavljajo različne izzive za predstavljene metode.
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Rezulati metod so prikazani v tabeli 7.1. Najboljša metoda doseže 18 sto-
pinj kota napake na povprečni podatkovni množici. Vse metode si delijo isto
šibkost, to da niso odporne na primere, kjer postavitev točk v obravnavani
množici ne odraža čisto linearnih snemalnih linij. Metode so neuspešne tudi
v primerih kjer so točke postavljene kaotično, ker je v danem kosu podat-
kovne množice preveč snemalnih linij različnih letal. Metode delujejo najbolj
zanesljivo, z manj kot 10 stopinj napake v kotu v ravnih predelih podatkovne
množice, kjer so snemalne linije dovolj ravne.
Perspektivna smer nadaljne raziskave je oblikovanje metode na podlagi
strojnega učenja, ki bi bila dovolj robustna, da odkrije snemalne linije tudi,
če so izrojene.
Glede obogatitve je vizualizacija predstavljena na sliki 7.1. V tem pri-
meru smo za določitev smeri snemanja sicer uporabili oznake in ne napovedi
naših metod. Vidimo pa lahko, da vzorčenje in snemalne linije sovpadajo z
podatkovno množico, kar je željen rezultat.
Perspektivna smer nadaljne raziskave je kako avtomatizirati določitev hi-
trosti vzorčenja, kotne hitrosti senzorja ter hitrosti letala, saj trenutno to
predvidevamo s pomočjo ARSO specifikacije [1] ter specifikacije skenerja Ri-
egl LMS-Q780 [38].
Glede segmentacije smo uporabili isto podatkovno množico kot v ekspe-
rimentu določanja smeri snemanja, z istimi vložitvami dodanih predmetov,
iz njih pa smo naredili obogatene dodane predmete tako, da smo jih snemali
natanko nad njimi, iz višine, ki jo predvidijo predstavljene metode. Ocene
smeri snemanja ter točne lokacije ne uporabimo, ker menimo, da v trenutnem
stanju algoritmi še niso dovolj zanesljivi in bi delali velike napake. Ocenjeno
višino še zmeraj uporabimo, kar zagotovi konsistenco gostote vzorcev s pre-
ostalo zbirko, ne pa snemanja pod pravilnim kotom.
Na omenjeni podatkovni množici naučimo metodo SPGraph prepozna-
vati obogatence s 5-kratnim prečnim preverjanjem. V 7.2 je predstavljena
primerjava metode SPGraph z metodo RBNN. Tak graf je preveč enostaven,
da bi pridobili dobre uvide glede dejanske primerjave metod. Zato vizuali-
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ziramo validacijsko množico podatkov veliko 8 km2 in analiziramo vzorce,
ki se pojavljajo v primerjavi med metodama. Iz vizualizacij je razvidno, da
se metoda SPGraph nauči razpoznavati veliko lažno pozitivnih kandidatov
kot na primer elektrovode in ulične svetilke. To je razvidno v slikah 7.9, 7.7.
Po drugi strani, pa je precej primerov, kjer metoda SPGraph naredi napako,
metoda RBNN pa ne, kot na primer napačna klasifikacija nekaterih dreves,
vidno na sliki 7.14 in majhnih predmetov, vidno na sliki 7.16.
VI Sklep
Soočili smo se s problemom segmentacije lebdečih objektov v zračnih zbirkah
LiDAR, katerega se doslej ni lotil še nihče. Ker podatkovna množica ni bila
označena, smo uporabili enostavno hevristično metodo za iskanje kandidatov,
ki bi lahko bili lebdeči objekti.
Predstavili smo orodje za vizualizacijo, označevanje in obogatenje oblakov
točk, katerega smo uporabili za analizo kandidatov, s katerim smo določili
smer nadaljne raziskave.
Predstavili smo novo tehniko obogatenja zračnih podatkovnih množic Li-
DAR s kakršnimikoli poligonskimi modeli. Obogatili smo 50 km2 kos podat-
kovne množice ARSO z virtualnimi lebdečimi predmeti in uporabili najso-
dobnejšo metodo za segmentacijo oblakov točk in segmentirali obogatitve.
Problem še zmeraj ni zanesljivo rešen, ampak rezultati kažejo, da je ta
smer raziskave perspektivna, saj je veliko podproblemov odprtih za izbolj-
šave.
Vidimo dve perspektivni poti izboljšave: na metodah za ocenitev smeri
potovanja snemalnika LiDAR, katere še niso dovolj dobre za uporabo v obo-
gatitvi ter združitvijo metod SPGraph in RBNN, kjer bi metodo SPGraph
uporabili kot filter nad metodo RBNN, da bi uporabili tudi znanje metode
SPGraph, ki ga RBNN nima. Prav tako bi profitirali s povečavo podatkovne
množice dodanih predmetov, saj je metoda, ki je osnovana na globokem uče-
nju kot SPGraph odvisna od kvalitete in količine vstavljenih podatkov.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A subfield, or rather a sibling, of AI is machine perception. Ultimately, the
goal of this field is finding reliable techniques to enable machines to perceive
the real world and act upon it in some desired manner. An early problem the
field addressed was extracting information about images or image sequences
(videos). Some well-known applications include optical character recognition
(OCR) [39], face detection [40], optical flow [41], object tracking [42]. These
applications all had large implications for many important jobs in society,
such as motion sensors for security systems, faces captured on videos easily
being traced back to identities, cameras that could rotate to track a desired
object, and others [43]. Most modern techniques use machine learning to
accomplish these feats, which requires large amounts of data. Public datasets
of images, such as the Imagenet [44], democratize access to such data. These
datasets are widely used and have enabled many ideas to come to fruition.
Clearly machines have many ways to perceive the real world beyond just
image and video. While image and video are useful for perceiving color, they
have limitations such as a lack of depth information – a difficulty perceiving
a scene in its real 3D form instead of as a projection of 3D space onto a
2D plane. Cameras that perceive depth as well as color are available today
and are used in notable new applications, such as robots that build maps
of indoor scenes and are able to navigate them [45] or that segment and
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understand indoor scenes [46].
Two notable examples of such devices are RGBD sensors and light detec-
tion and ranging (LiDAR) sensors [47, 48, 49]. An RGBD camera is a sensor
that produces a colored point cloud representing the color and depth of each
point in the image. Its disadvantage is that it is inaccurate when compared
to LiDAR sensors, and it cannot be used over long distances. Its advantage
is that RGBD sensors are much cheaper than LiDAR sensors and are ap-
propriate for recording indoor scenes. A well-known application of RGBD
cameras in entertainment is in Microsoft Kinect devices [50].
A LiDAR scanner operates on premises very similar to radar but uses
a different electromagnetic pulse wavelength, one that enables the sensor to
capture object shapes much more accurately than radar can. In addition to
depth information, LiDAR scanners provide many other attributes for each
point, such as the angle at which the point was sampled, the intensity, and
the number of returns. By comparison with RGBD sensors, LiDAR sensors
are more accurate and can be used over long ranges, but many LiDAR sensors
lack the ability to provide color information. Such sensors are appropriate
for outdoor scenes but are more expensive than RGBD sensors.
In this thesis, we focus on LiDAR, because we are processing large outdoor
scenes scanned with this technology. LiDAR sensors can be used to address
many problems. They can be classified into two main categories: namely,
terrestrial LiDAR and airborne LiDAR sensors.
Terrestrial LiDAR sensors are used, for example, in self-driving cars. Such
sensors are mounted on the roof of a car, which perceives its environment
via the sensor [51]. The sensor spins horizontally through 360 degrees many
times per second, producing hundreds of thousands of data points, which are
then analyzed by algorithms, which finally generate decisions on what the
robot driver’s next action will be.
Airborne LiDAR sensors can be used in landscape surveying. In this
application, a LiDAR sensor is mounted on the bottom of an airplane and
scans by rotating through some specified angle in a linear path back and
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forth, doing this many times per second. This produces elevation maps of the
landscape with striped patterns. These scans can be used to determine the
surface area of forests, to count various objects, to detect whether there are
objects at locations where none should be, and in many other applications.
An example of such a system is described in [38].
Many applications are enabled when the raw data is looked at through
the lens of a perception pipeline. The perception pipeline includes processes
of segmentation, detection, recognition, and scene understanding. Segmen-
tation is the decomposition of a scene into objects or object parts. Detection
and recognition involve the labeling of each of these objects or object parts as
the entities they actually represent in the real world. Finally, after we have
labels for each object, we can build a semantic map of the environment that
determines the relations between the objects in the scenes, a process known
as scene understanding. Of course depending on the problem, we may not
need to work through all levels of the perception pipeline. For example, if
we want to query a database of pictures for all pictures that include faces,
we may only need to solve the detection problem, but if we want to query a
database of identities using an image in which a face appears, we also need
to solve the recognition problem. For a complex task such as navigating
a self-driving car, we need to work all the way up to scene understanding
to produce a satisfactory solution. There are many instances of problems
within the early steps of the perception pipeline that do not yet have reliable
solutions.
1.1 Problem definition
To the best of our knowledge, no one has yet tackled the problem of detecting
floating objects in LiDAR scenes. There are several useful applications for
solutions to this problem.
• Security: An application to detect objects such as drones could alert
authorities of their presence in restricted areas such as airports, military
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zones, or country borders. The threat from drones is pronounced, as
they can be used maliciously or irresponsibly, and the threat will only
grow with time.
• Noise filtering: Just as ground segmentation and removal has been
shown to help in other segmentation problems, segmenting and remov-
ing floating objects may also be helpful.
• Semantic map building: Knowing the relationships between objects
of types a, b, and c in a dataset can aid in the segmentation of any
of these objects. Thus, segmenting floating objects could help with
segmentation of other objects as well.
A notable challenge with segmenting floating objects is that they are
rare in real world scenes. Especially in large-scale landscape scenes, where
buildings and vegetation are abundant, floating objects are rarely found.
One reason for this may be that due to the low resolution of the LiDAR
sensor, such objects are represented only as a point or are not even detected.
Floating objects may include planes, birds, hot air balloons, and drones.
However, because the airplanes that capture the data fly at a low altitude of
less than 2 km, they are not likely to capture data on other planes, and most
objects will be quite small from the LiDAR sensor’s perspective.
In addition, many of the state-of-the-art algorithms are machine learning-
based and thus require training data. This is especially true for current state-
of-the-art methods, which employ neural networks for computer vision tasks:
these algorithms need vast amounts of data to perform well. Because of the
rarity of floating objects in the data, finding enough data to create reliable
classifiers for this problem would be a lengthy process.
We propose to tackle the problem of segmenting floating objects as fol-
lows. We first augment an existing LiDAR dataset with virtual floating
objects to increase the number of true positives. We then train a neural net-
work using the SPGraph point cloud segmentation method [28] to segment
them. This neural network then finds true floating objects along with vir-
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tual floating objects in unseen data. We explore our method in the following
chapters.
1.2 Goals
This master’s thesis proposes to make the following contributions:
• a tool created in Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) to visualize point clouds, select
subparts, export them for analysis, view attributes, and view and label
segmentation results;
• a novel augmentation pipeline for airborne scanned LiDAR datasets;
and
• a floating-object segmentation approach based on a state-of-the-art
point cloud segmentation technique and evaluated on its floating-object
segmentation ability using parts of the ARSO dataset.
1.3 Thesis structure
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we first view the related work we have derived
inspiration from and have built upon. In Chapter 3, we briefly present the
data we worked with. Because we worked with data that is rare and had not
yet been labeled, in Chapter 4 we explore how we approached this problem.
At the ending of this chapter, we explain our decision to explore augment-
ing the data to solve our problem. We go on to describe the problem and
the framework for airborne LiDAR dataset augmentation in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6 we explore how the resulting augmented data may be used for
segmentation, and we present a state-of-the-art method for segmentation.
We present the results of this augmentation and segmentation in Chapter 7.
Finally, we conclude the thesis with Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Related work
Because to the best of our knowledge no one has yet addressed the problem
of segmenting floating objects in LiDAR data, we first review the evolution of
approaches to the more general problem of segmentation. In later chapters,
we take some of these works as the basis for our method.
2.1 Segmentation in 3D
A survey of the entire field of point cloud segmentation until 2013 can be
found in [6]. The authors state that the main challenges in segmentation
are generally high levels of redundancy in samples, nonuniform distribution
of samples, and the lack of explicit structure in the data. As a response to
these challenges, they propose that each method should be capable of using,
inferring, and combining useful features from the data; inferring information
about the neighborhood of a point from the neighboring points; and adapting
to the method of capturing the data.
A common feature in numerous methods is the local convexity of point
neighborhoods [20, 52, 10]. Some methods combine the features using ma-
chine learning approaches and use the combination for building graphs – for
example, [52]. Actually, the importance of such features is supported by
studies of human perception, as elaborated in [53]. Methods can be classified
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by the concept on which they are based: edges, regions, attributes, models,
or graphs.
Edge-based methods detect the edges of regions in the point cloud, then
connect everything within those edges into an object. Such methods are very
sensitive to noise and the non-uniform distribution of points. Examples of
these methods are [7, 8, 9].
Region-based methods connect neighboring points on the basis of their
attributes and can start in starting points called seeds. Examples of these
methods include [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Their weakness is choosing the seed
points, which makes the process semi-automatic.
Feature-based methods compute features from the points then cluster
them using various techniques. Examples of such methods are [15, 16, 17].
Their performance is very dependent on the quality of the chosen attributes.
Model-based methods use algorithms such as RANSAC and the Hough
transform and try to fit simple geometric shapes to subsets of the point cloud.
Examples of these are [18, 19]. Model-based methods are good at uncovering
simple geometric shapes, although this is also their limitation. An example
that uses these models for data abstraction is [54].
The last type are graph-based methods, which pose the problem of seg-
mentation as a graph problem and use, for example, graph partitioning [20]
or region growing [21]. Examples of these methods also include [55, 56]. In
graph-based methods it is possible to combine features using machine learn-
ing techniques to produce edge or node weights. Segmentation algorithms
can then be run on the resulting weighted graphs.
2.2 LiDAR segmentation
Because we are dealing with LiDAR data, we also present a survey of meth-
ods classified according to the segmentation process’s target object. Apart
from deep-learning based methods, which we present in the next section,
there are no reliable general methods for segmenting multiple types of ob-
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jects, but combinations of methods for segmenting concrete types of objects
are being used [57, 58]. For example, in [58] it is empirically shown, that
segmenting and removing the ground is helpful when segmenting other ob-
jects. An example of an algorithm for ground segmentation is [4], which uses
morphological filters and is dependent on a parameter. Newer algorithms can
also be parameter-free and thus automatic. An example of such a method
is [30], which uses one parameter but infers its value based on the standard
deviation of the points in the model of the ground, which in this case is
the so-called digital terrain model (DTM). A modern method is [31], which
tackles the problem using Markov random fields and poses the problem as a
graph partitioning problem. A survey of deficiencies of ground segmentation
is also available [59].
In addition, we can also segment the vegetation and buildings. The ap-
proach in [2] segments vegetation using the canopy height model in addition
to the point cloud data. This method reliably segments the high vegetation,
and fairly reliably segments the vegetation that is overshadowed by higher
vegetation. For the segmentation of buildings and roofs, a modern example
is [3], which uses object masks, created by separating the points, and the
clusters above these masks, to segment the buildings. To segment the roofs,
it uses rules based on factors such as the coplanarity of points and their
locality.
2.3 Deep learning in segmentation
Classical methods performed well when tuned to specific tasks, but they of-
ten lacked the robustness of a system that finds its own important features
for a task. In recent years deep learning has brought significant advances in
many tasks in the field of artificial intelligence. As in other fields, a trend is
emerging to use deep learning for point cloud segmentation as well. [60] is a
benchmark dataset for the performance of such methods and hosts a score-
board containing the best point cloud segmentation techniques developed to
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date, according to their evaluation on the benchmark dataset.
Generally, a prevalent problem that all deep-learning based segmentation
techniques attempt to solve in some way is the fact that neural networks
require structured or ordered inputs. Deep-learning techniques can be clus-
tered into several groups, depending on how they attempt to address this
problem.
Projections on 2D views attempt to project the point cloud onto 2D sur-
faces, making it easier to introduce ordering. After processing these inputs,
they can then be reprojected into 3D space. An example of such a method
is given in [22]. The main deficiency of these methods is that they are con-
strained to the information present in the 2D projections, and because depth
is expressed implicitly, they have difficulty learning features that are inde-
pendent from these views.
An alternative approach is to discretize point clouds into voxel grids,
which are fit to perform convolutions on. Examples of this approach are
[23, 24, 25], with the most successful of these being [24]. These methods are
generally slow because voxel representations of sparse scenes are huge, infor-
mation is lost because the voxelization is not sufficiently fine-grained, and
the process requires large memory footprints. Some have solved these prob-
lems – for example, [25] – using an implicit voxelization and then applying
conditional random fields to produce the voxels only where needed.
PointNet [26] was the first approach that operated on point clouds di-
rectly. Its idea was to approximate a general function defined on a point set
by applying a symmetric function on transformed elements in the set. This
mitigated the problem of loss of information from voxel-grid based techniques.
Many projects built on PointNet or used its idea as a complement to their
own, and these are generally the methods that are among the top performing
to date.
An example is ShellNet [61], which introduced a convolution operator
directly on the point cloud by defining the point cloud on a domain that can
be partitioned by concentric spherical shells and defining the convolution
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order from the inner shells to the outer.
Large-scale point cloud semantic segmentation with superpoint graphs
Superpoint (SPGraph) [28] uses graph convolutional networks on an at-
tributed directed graph called the superpoint graph, in which the graph
nodes are simple shapes or homogeneous regions within the point cloud,
and the edges describe their adjacency relationships. The PointNet is used
in SPGraph as a complement to the method, for superpoint embedding, af-
ter which graph convolutions are applied for contextual segmentation. This
method addresses the problem of having to select between using fine details
or long-range contextual information. It also addresses the problem of the
need to process large amounts of data, which is common with LiDAR scenes.
The PointNet++ method [27] is able to address the large amounts of data
problem using a sliding window approach but, as a result, cannot use the
larger context of the point cloud. The SPGraph is able both to use long-
range contextual information while maintaining fine details and to process
large point clouds. We use it in our thesis for floating object segmentation be-
cause it is fitting for our problem, and because it is the state-of-the-art open
source segmentation method to date, according to Semantic3D’s benchmark.
Another approach is KPConv [29], which uses convolutions operating
directly on points, convolves using spatial kernels, and uses the points as
weights. This method is interesting because it performs convolutions directly
on the Euclidean space. This is currently the state-of-the-art method, but is
proprietary.
2.4 Data synthesis
Synthetic data has long been used to benchmark the performance of com-
puter vision algorithms. A more recently emerging trend, however, is the
use of synthetic data in addition to real-world data to train machine learning
models, which are then used for real-world problems.
This trend stems from the problem of not having enough annotated real-
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world data. Algorithms such as neural networks need large amounts of data
to produce accurate models.
In 2015, this approach was successfully used for pedestrian detection in
[62]. Their experimental results show that their proposed approach, using
purely synthetic data, outperforms classical pedestrian-detection models and
hybrid synthetic–real models, when the data is limited.
The game GTA V 1 was used to produce synthetic images and aid in the
task of image segmentation in [32]. Moreover, [63] was used on the KITTI
dataset [64] for training autonomous cars only via vision, and it was shown
to perform better than real-world annotated datasets; at the time it was the
state-of-the-art for this problem.
An example is [33], in which the authors generated objects in the Unity3D
game engine2 and in Blender3. They labeled key points on the objects in the
virtual world, and their technique learned to predict the orientation of the
object. This let them also predict orientations of objects in the real world
that had been filmed with a camera.
Given this trend toward synthetic data, tools have been developed to help
researchers synthesize their own data. These come in the form of simulated
sensors or cameras that are generally used as plugins in 3D software such as
Blender, 3DS max, or Maya or in gaming engines such as UE44 or Unity3D.
Some packages, such as [35], work as a plugin to UE4, where data is syn-
thesized and simulation tests for self-driving cars can be run. There are also
packages at higher levels of abstraction that provide capability for general
computer vision tasks. An example is UnrealCV [36].
In terms of directly synthesizing LiDAR data, [34] used a simulated Li-
DAR sensor on a car within GTA V to generate data. They mixed this
data with real-world annotated examples, and models using this combined
data showed a significant improvement in accuracy (+9%) in point cloud
1https://www.rockstargames.com/V/
2https://unity3d.com/
3https://www.blender.org/
4https://www.unrealengine.com/
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segmentation over using real-world data alone.
Public packages are also available for simulating LiDAR sensors. A no-
table example is Blensor [65], which is used as a plugin for Blender and can
simulate various terrestrial LiDAR sensors.
To our knowledge, an airborne scanner simulator has not yet been devel-
oped. Because we are working on airborne scanned LiDAR data and have
the exact definition of the scanner used to collect this data, we have cre-
ated our own implementation of the Riegl-LMS780Q airborne LiDAR sensor
within UE4. This, in turn, is an important building block in the augmen-
tation pipeline we have defined, which is among the main contributions of
this thesis and which has accurately reproduced the conditions of the original
scanning.
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Chapter 3
Data
Point-cloud data used in our work is from the Slovenian public LiDAR
dataset1 made available by the Slovenian Environment Agency2. The data
was acquired using the RIEGL LMS-Q780 laser scanner, the IGI Aerocontrol
Mark II.E 256-Hz IMU system, and the Novatel OEMV-3 GNSS positioning
system at 1,200 to 1,400 m above the ground. The post-processing of the
acquired data is presented in-depth in the acquisition report [66]. The data
was acquired in 2014 and 2015, and was also automatically classified into 7
classes:
• unclassified points,
• ground,
• low vegetation (up to 1 m),
• medium vegetation (from 1 to 3 m),
• high vegetation (above 3 m),
• buildings,
• low points (noise).
1http://gis.arso.gov.si/evode/
2https://www.arso.gov.si/en/
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The classification of the data was performed using the approach presented
in [67], which takes into account heights, the digital terrain model (DTM),
and geometric neighboring point sets. The dataset is split into 1 km2 chunks
and varies in density depending on the type of landscape (forest, mountains,
rural areas, densely populated areas, etc.). On average, the dataset contains
5 points/m2 (first return of the LiDAR sensor).
In our experiments we use a subset of the dataset containing 50 chunks
from diverse landscape types, as can be seen in figure 3.1. The overall statis-
tics of the used point-cloud subset are as follows:
• the number of all points: 873,111,245;
• the average number of points per chunk: 17,462,224.9;
• share of unclassified points: 1.65%;
• share of ground points: 30.12%;
• share of low vegetation points: 5.50%;
• share of medium vegetation points: 6.01%;
• share of height vegetation points: 45.76%;
• share of building points: 1.49%;
• share of noise points: 0.08%;
• the maximum elevation difference in individual chunk: 1143.65 m;
• the minimum elevation difference in individual chunk: 36.85 m;
• the average elevation difference per chunk: 339.87 m.
More detailed information of individual chunks is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.1: Subset of chunks selected for experimental purposes in this work
(marked red).
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Chapter 4
Finding floating objects
4.1 The definition of floating objects
Examples of floating objects are birds, airplanes, hot air balloons, drones, and
kites. Generally, floating objects are entities that do not touch the ground,
although in the world of point cloud data, it is more useful that we define
these in mathematical terms.
A floating object is defined using relations. An object (within an arbitrary
point cloud) is a cluster of points that visually belong to exactly one entity.
The relation of touching T(X, Y) between two objects X, Y is defined as:
T (X, Y ) := ∃p∃q : (p ∈ X) ∧ (q ∈ Y ) ∧ (||p− q|| < ) (4.1)
where  is a parameter representing a short distance. X, Y are in the
relation of transitive touching TT (X, Y ), if there exists a sequence of objects
S = (A0, A1, ..., An), where X = A0 and Y = An and the following is true:
∀i, i ∈ [0, n− 1] : T (Si, Si+1) (4.2)
By these definitions, it holds for each floating object that:
Floating(X)⇒ ¬TT (X, ground), (4.3)
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where ground represents the ground segment in the point cloud. The
above definition finds floating objects but only under the condition that we
already have the objects segmented.
4.2 Challenges
In reality, floating objects are the only objects that do not transitively touch
the ground, but because we are looking at an inadequate scan of reality, there
are other factors to consider.
The ARSO dataset was scanned with a LiDAR sensor that guarantees
only an average of 5 points/m2 and is able to capture only the upper side of
all objects. One can then imagine a wide palette of objects that, from the
perspective of the sensor, are floating objects but are not floating objects in
reality. Here are some examples we might expect:
• Roofs of houses: If a roof is sticking out farther than the walls of
the house, and the sensor travels directly above it, then the roof may
appear to be floating.
• Streetlights: Street light poles are thin and may not get scanned;
therefore, their heads may appear to be floating.
There are many more cases of false positives like these that can happen
because of the scanning technology’s limitations.
Another factor that must be considered in floating object segmentation is
the distance from the transitive ground. If we generally look at the scan
of Slovenia, there are rarely any objects that are more than 50 m away from
the transitive ground, while floating objects can be much more distant. Thus
the area in which the problem of finding floating objects becomes complex is
the area near the transitive ground. This is because false positives appear in
that same space, and it is a challenge in itself to discriminate between false
positives and true positives.
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The third factor that must be considered is the size of the object. A
very small object may be sampled with only one ray and thus produced (or
described by) only a single point. This makes its shape utterly uninformative.
The mainly informative feature of such a candidate would be its relationship
to other entities in the dataset.
4.2.1 Labeling
To measure the performance of any method that attempts to segment floating
objects in a point cloud, we need ground truth labels for the data, which were
unavailable to us. Thus, this was the first problem that we tackled.
Manually searching each section of the dataset was not viable. Such a
process takes tens of hours to label a single square kilometer, and it is still
easy to miss floating objects that comprise only a few points when we look
at a visualization of the point cloud.
To acquire candidates, we need a method to propose them in the first
place. The criteria for a method’s usefulness is that it must not propose false
negatives. If it produces false negatives, then we cannot trust the method,
because this ensures that we will miss floating objects. False positives are
permitted, because a human oracle can filter the proposed candidates after
the segmentation.
While we did not find an algorithmic approach that would reliably find
all candidates however close to the ground, we did find a method with which
the loss of true positives can be controlled. Namely, if the method is param-
eterized correctly, we may know the maximum distance of the false negatives
from the transitive floor. This maximum distance can also be brought low
enough for the method to be useful. We introduce our approach in the next
section.
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4.3 Radially Bounded Nearest Neighbours
Two focal points of our method are clustering together those points that be-
long to the same candidate and the concept of the transitive floor or tran-
sitive ground segment. The transitive floor is the set of points that con-
tains the ground segment and any other object X for which TT (X, ground)
is true. Thus if we can approximate the transitive floor, all other segments
are floating object candidates.
The human oracle can then simply traverse the objects and label them
as positives or negatives. The authors of [37] have developed a method that
fits well to this problem. Although it is imperfect, the error of the method is
predictable and can be controlled depending on the availability of the oracle’s
labeling resource – time.
Radially bounded nearest neighbors (RBNN) is a method that clusters a
set of points based on how distant they are from each other. It does this by
traversing the list of points and, for each point p, finding the set of points
Np that are less than distance r away from p. It will declare all of these
points to belong to the same cluster. The radius parameter r ∈ IR is the
only parameter of the method.
The method’s time complexity is O(n log(n)). It requires the building of
a KD-tree, which can be done in O(n log(n)) time. Then, for each of the
n points, it will find the point’s neighbors, which is a O(log(n)) operation,
and reassign the clusters, which is a constant-time operation, or merge two
clusters if two points within them are found to be neighbors, which can also
be implemented in constant time by keeping a mapping of which clusters
are really part of the same cluster. Thus the complexity of the algorithm is
O(n log(n)).
To apply the RBNN algorithm to our problem, we used it to both seg-
ment the floating object candidates and find the transitive floor. This was
achievable if we set the r parameter within a sweet-spot interval, which we
called sensible values for r, and which we explain in the next section. If
the value of r is sensible, then the largest segment that RBNN finds is the
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transitive floor, and the others are floating object candidates.
The r parameter makes the loss of true positives controllable. Floating
objects that are at a distance greater than r away from the transitive floor
segment are guaranteed to be contained in the set of positives reported by
the algorithm, while the others are guaranteed not to be.
The parameters that r affects are the total time it takes to label
a chunk and the recall. Low values of r will generally increase both the
number of candidates and the clutter among them, thus increasing the time
it takes to label a dataset chunk. Thus a high r is helpful in the sense that
it decreases labeling time but unhelpful in the sense that it reduces recall.
4.3.1 The right value for r
The lower bound
In the case of the ARSO dataset, we are guaranteed only 5 points per 1-
m square and one color pixel per 0.5-m square. We are not really given
information on how these points are distributed in the square, so we can
assume that the largest possible distance between them is when they are on
the opposite ends of a diagonal of the square, which implies they are
√
2 m
away. Following this, we assume that points actually belonging to the same
object can be as much as
√
2 m from each other. Therefore, choosing r <√
2 m would mean that single entities would be split and the transitive floor
might not even be found, along with other downsides; thus such low values
for r are essentially useless. This means that a segmentable floating object’s
minimum distance from the transitive floor object is defined by the sampling
density of the LiDAR sensor. In our case this is
√
2 m, but in denser sampling
LiDAR sensors it could be less.
Using labeling time to find the right value
In figure 4.1 we can see a graph of how the number of candidates is related to
the selection of r. Capturing objects that are 2 m away from the transitive
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floor segment in 10 km2 of data requires labeling 60,000 candidates. Our own
labeling of a candidate took anywhere from 3 s to 1 min, with the average
time being about 10 s. If we assume that most labelers will be like us, then
labeling 60,000 candidates would take more than 150 hr to complete. A
distance of 1 m from the transitive floor rather than 2 m would demand
labeling 1 million points, which would require thousands of hours to label.
Our choice
Keeping in mind that this thesis has a limited scope, we determined the r
parameter while accounting for the labeling time we had available and the
size of the terrain we wanted to label. We determined that we were prepared
to spend about 10 hr for labeling and that we wanted some diversity in the
terrain we labeled, because we also wanted to learn whether the underlying
terrain affects the distribution of floating objects in the dataset. We did
not select a large area of the terrain, as we took this for only a starting
experiment, and allowing only 10 hr to label a broad area of terrain would
imply setting the r parameter very high. We chose to take 3 km2 of diverse
terrain, and we labeled it in 10 hr. This implied that the best value for us
was r = 5, as determined by the graph 4.1. For this experiment, RBNN
output 3,921 candidates for us to label, which took us just over 11 hr.
In the next section, we present the tool that we used to label these can-
didates, and in Section 4.5, we present our findings from the terrain that we
labeled.
4.4 A labeling tool
RBNN provides us with candidates for floating objects, but we still need
a human oracle to label them. To this end, we have developed a tool for
point-cloud labeling.
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Figure 4.1: This is a plot of the average and standard deviation of the number
of candidates for multiple values of the RBNN radius parameter r. Because
of the very sharp decline in candidates when raising r, we plotted the y axis
on a logarithmic scale.
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PointCloudia
PointCloudia is a tool for the visualization of and interaction with a point
cloud file. It allows the user to
• view a point cloud file,
• select various parts and export them for analysis,
• view outputs of segmentation algorithms,
• label candidates, and
• augment datasets with novel data.
We created the tool using UE4, using the Unreal C++ API and the
Blueprints visual scripting language. To render the point clouds, we used the
Unreal Point Cloud plugin1. This plugin implements importing, visualizing
and processing of Point Clouds, including level of detail (LOD) models of the
point cloud for optimization.
Below we explore the features of PointCloudia in more detail.
• Point cloud viewing: The primary functionality of the PointCloudia
tool is the viewing of a dataset. The dataset needs to be in a text file
in xyzRGB format.
• Visualization of different attributes: PointCloudia also provides
the ability to render various attributes of the data. The user can visu-
alize the following attributes:
– Intensity: The intensity values are rendered such that high in-
tensities are red, low intensities are black, and the rest are inter-
polated between the extremes. An example can be seen in section
C of figure 4.2.
1https://pointcloudplugin.com/
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Figure 4.2: The various different attributes that we can visualize. In section
A, the regular view of the point cloud is rendered; in section B, the points
are assigned different colors depending on the underlying semantic class as
predicted by ARSO [1]; in section C, the intensity LiDAR attribute is visu-
alized for each point, where the higher the intensity, the more red the point;
in section D, the points that belong to the ground segment are removed.
– Scan angle: The scan angle attribute is color coded such that an
angle degree value
∗ between 0 and 7 is black,
∗ between 8 and 15 is red,
∗ between 16 and 21 is green,
∗ between 22 and 28 is blue,
∗ between 29 and 36 is yellow,
∗ between 37 and 44 is magenta,
∗ between 45 and 52 is cyan, and
∗ between 54 and 60 is white.
The colors were chosen so that the scan angle stripes can be seen
distinctly. A visualization can be seen in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Viewing the scan angle of a dataset in PointCloudia.
– Class: The user can configure the color coding of each class. An
example can be seen in section B of figure 4.2, where vegetation
is color coded to be green, buildings are gray, and the ground is
red.
– Candidates: The results of binary classification or segmentation
algorithms can be visualized in PointCloudia. This can be done
for results with a single hyperparameter h, such as the h = r
parameter with regard to the RBNN algorithm. The user can
traverse the results for various thresholds of h to view or label the
resulting candidates. An example of viewing different values of h
in the case of RBNN can be seen in figure 4.4.
• Point filtering: The user is also offered multiple modes of point fil-
tering. This feature allows the user to highlight certain aspects of the
dataset. The user has the following point filtering options:
– Remove ground segment: If the classes within the dataset
contain the label for the ground segment, the user can choose to
hide the ground. An example of this is shown in section D of
figure 4.2.
– Show only candidates: The user can also view only the candi-
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Figure 4.4: The candidates view of PointCloudia for two different thresholds
for h = r for the results of the RBNN algorithm. The segmented positives
are homogeneous in colour for the entire found segment, while many different
colours were applied to different segments randomly. The upper section is the
render for threshold r = 3, and many segments were declared positives, thus
the render is very colorful. In the bottom section is the render for threshold
r = 9, where much fewer segments were found.
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date points. An example of this can be seen in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: An example render of a point cloud with the Show only can-
didates option on. In this mode, only the candidates at the current chosen
segmentation threshold t are viewed.
• Labeling tool: PointCloudia also allows the user to traverse the can-
didate set in the results. The user can select the desired threshold,
then move to each candidate and determine a label for it. The labels
can then be used to train segmentation algorithms for other tasks. An
example of the traversing to the next candidate can be seen in figure
4.6.
• Dataset augmentation: PointCloudia can also compute the aug-
mentations for the proposed floating object candidates, which we call
augmentables. A visualization of this procedure can be seen in figure
4.7. We describe the augmentation process in Chapter 5.
• Selecting and exporting portions of the point cloud: The user
can spawn a selection bounding box, then use translation, rotation,
and scaling to position it over a portion of the dataset that they want
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Figure 4.6: An example of traversing to the next segmentation candidate in
a point cloud. A large golden cube is spawned over the candidate, quickly
decaying in opacity. This is done for better viewing in dense datasets or when
a candidate is hidden behind some other points and can hardly be seen. Ren-
dering a decaying cube helps the user localize the candidate, while enabling
them to view the candidate with the help of all the other functionalities after
decaying.
to export individually for analysis. After the selection box is correctly
positioned, a file is saved containing the points bounded by the selection
box. An example of this can be seen on figure 4.8.
4.5 Analysis of candidates
We labeled floating objects in 3 dataset chunks totaling 3 km2. We did
this using the RBNN r values of 3, 5, and 8 m, producing a total of 3,921
candidates. The inspection of the candidates gave us useful findings regarding
the nature of false positives: namely, what are the representative object types
in false positives and what are patterns they adhere to with respect to other
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Figure 4.7: A visualization of the augmentation process of a point cloud.
The vertical red lines are the rays of the LiDAR sensor, while the horizontal
red lines indicate the direction of the augmentation. The objects that are
augmented (an airplane and a balloon) can also be seen in the figure.
objects. We also learned information about the prevalence of true positives:
we found only a single true positive in 3 km2 of terrain data. For this reason,
we have focused the findings on false positives instead.
Here are the object types that false positives typically fall into:
• Street lamp: Equally spaced from other lamps, at exactly the same
distance from the ground, normally on the outer edge of a street.
• Semaphore: At a standard distance from the ground, normally at
intersections of roads or exactly in the middle of a road.
• Tree: Always surrounded by points classified as a tree, from all sides
except the bottom, although it may also be at the bottom.
• Underground noise: Always below the ground, so always has points
only above it.
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Figure 4.8: An example of selecting a portion of the dataset for exporting.
In the upper section of the figure, the opaque selecting box is positioned over
the portion of the point cloud that we want to export. The bottom section
of the figure presents the visualization of the point cloud after the selection
is finished - the selected points were exported to a file, and the exported
portion of the point cloud is coloured red.
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• In-building noise: Same as above.
• Building side: Those points belonging to the object are co-planar and
always below a roof.
• Power line: These are fit well by a sequence of long chain functions.
• Edge points: They are always on the edge of a dataset chunk.
Here are the patterns we found for how the above objects typically relate
to each other or to other objects in the scene:
• Candidates forming ordered patterns: If a set of candidates is
lined up perfectly in a pattern, then they are all less likely to be a
floating object. This pattern is prevalent for semaphores and for street-
lights, as there are often multiple such objects placed at the same height
and with the same distance between neighboring candidates.
• Points ordered vertically below a candidate: If there are such
points under the candidate, it is less likely to be a floating object.
Those points are typically the scan of the poles that hold an object in
the air, while the pole is too slim to be thoroughly scanned, making
the object appear to be floating. This pattern is prevalent for flags,
semaphores, and streetlights.
• Objects in which upper parts prevent bottom parts from being
scanned: Occasionally, these can be roofs of houses, but more typi-
cally these are small trees where only the canopy has been scanned.
Similarly, some LiDAR beams pass through the canopy, forming sparse
clusters of points within the canopy. These are recognized as float-
ing objects, even though they are actually parts of the canopy. Thus
candidates that are amid dense canopies are less likely to be floating.
• Candidates that do not form a regular pattern but are ordered
like a wire: These are generally power lines.
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• Candidates at the end of a green or brown spot and near a gray
(or street) area: These are likely to be lamps, which are frequently
on green grass or brown mud right next to a sidewalk, which is gray.
We find that most false positives have some form of order in their context,
whereas true floating objects do not. Ordered items are normally aligned with
something, in the center of something, or in a group that is ordered such that
it is aesthetically pleasing with respect to others. Structurally similar objects
are nearby and in order.
4.5.1 Ambiguous candidates
In addition to the above, we have found that for many candidates that did
not fit the patterns, we were unable to determine with certainty whether
they were floating or not. As an illustration, in figure 4.9 we have classified
candidates into 4 classes:
• Negative: Objects that fit one of the above patterns and which we
were certain were negative.
• Maybe: Objects that fit a pattern to some degree – for example, an
object positioned in a park, at a sensible height for a street light but
without other candidates around it at the same height; we were thus
unable to determine whether it was a bird or a single street lamp.
• Likely: Objects surrounded by other objects that indicated they might
not be floating but that did not fit a pattern well enough for us to be
certain – for example, an object near a tree in such a manner that
it could be a singular branch protruding from the tree but that was
sampled far enough away from the tree to be considered a separate
candidate.
• Positive: Objects with no signs that they could be part of a pattern
or another object or were just the result of poor segmentation.
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As can be seen in the graphs in figure 4.9, most candidates are actually
negative, but there are a few that fit at least into the maybe category. We
found only a single positive in the 3 km2 of data, and we found how the
number of candidates in each class varies with the RBNN r parameter. The
graphs for all classes look similar, apart from the positive class, which we
could not construct because we found too few positive examples.
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Figure 4.9: The number of candidates in each class with respect to the RBNN
parameter r, for three datasets (color coded). The x axis is the RBNN r
parameter, the y axis is the number of candidates. There are 4 graphs for 4
categories in which the candidates were classified.
4.6 Discussion
The main three findings from the analysis of candidates are that true posi-
tives are rare, most false positives are common objects that form predictable
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patterns, and some candidates are ambiguous. These three findings can be
viewed as separate sub-problems within the task of finding floating objects.
We present our ideas on how to develop a method with leverage over raw
RBNN in terms of these sub-problems.
• Series of filters: Because false positives are mainly common objects
that form predictable patterns, the RBNN results could be used with
a series of filters in which each of the filters is used to remove a spe-
cific pattern of false positives. We could use research that has already
attempted to build a model to segment these (for example, in [68, 69]
a method for segmenting power lines was already implemented). Once
all filters were executed, we would declare the remaining objects to be
floating.
The advantages of this idea are these:
– it works in conjunction with RBNN, improving the results, and
– it takes into account the nature of the false positives.
The disadvantages are as follows:
– This approach may overfit to only the problems already identified,
providing no option for generalization. The technique is determin-
istic, leaving no chance of the method’s learning to find patterns
that have not been pre-identified.
– This approach does not provide a solution for ambiguous candi-
dates.
• Supervised learning on augmented samples: The other option
is to produce believable synthetic floating object scans and embed
them within the data (augmentations), then train a supervised learn-
ing model to discover these augmentations and subsequently to discover
the rare real floating objects that are similar to these augmentations.
The advantages of this idea are as follows:
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– It is possible to learn how to find floating objects even in ambigu-
ous cases.
– Finding false positives is not bound only by the patterns we have
uncovered during the analysis of candidates.
– We can still take our findings into account. It is important that
the method we use incorporates the notion of how the candidate
relates to other objects and candidates.
The disadvantages are these:
– We are greatly reliant on the quality of the augmentation.
– We are greatly reliant on the supervised learning method.
– We cannot directly build upon RBNN, so the results may be worse.
– A small amount of false negatives in the training set.
While the series of filters idea has its advantages, we chose to prioritize
the augmentation idea, because we wanted to have a chance of solving the
ambiguous problems as well. We wanted a method that would be more open
ended. A series of filters might be a faster route to high accuracy, but it
is also upper bounded because it cannot solve ambiguous cases, while the
augmentation approach offers at least the possibility of solving them. This
is because instead of focusing on eliminating false positives as a proxy to
finding true positives, it focuses directly on true positives in the form of
augmentations. In the next chapter, we present our solution.
Chapter 5
The augmentation pipeline
In the introductory chapters, we have explored the benefits of synthesizing
training data. It has been shown that many times synthetic data mixed with
real data provided significant boosts to model performance [33, 34, 62]. This
was often related to the lack of training examples that would explain the full
variety of examples within some predictive category. This lack is certainly
present in the ARSO dataset with regards to floating objects.
Let S be the set of possible shapes and contexts of floating objects, let A
be the subset of S that includes all floating objects in the ARSO dataset, and
let Ap be those that appear only in the part of the dataset that we label for
training data. The ratio |A||S| is very low. If we take into account all the various
changeable properties of floating objects – size, rotation, shape, distance from
scanner, and angle from scanner – we immediately see that there are huge
numbers of combinations available. Given the findings in Chapter 4, where
we found only a single floating object in 3 km2 of data, we can see that
even if we were to label the whole dataset, it would be no guarantee that
there would be enough data to allow even the best segmentation methods to
reliably discriminate between floating objects and terrestrial ones.
The case is even more challenging, however, when we assume that |A| ≈
|Ap| · size(area(A))size(area(Ap)) , where size(x) is the size of an input area, and area(x) is
the total size in m2 of all the dataset chunks spanning the elements in x.
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This assumes that the floating objects are evenly distributed throughout the
dataset, which is not a realistic assumption, but even if there is some underly-
ing distribution which could tell us where to look for them, we do not possess
knowledge of that distribution, so assuming uniform distribution is our most
reasonable approach. The ratio size(area(A))
size(area(Ap))
≈ 400, which means that we
cannot use roughly 399
400
floating objects contained in the ARSO dataset be-
cause of limited labeling resources. Given these facts, we decided to pursue
a path that could provide us an endless supply of generated examples.
The goal of augmentation is to insert artificially generated sets of points,
called augmentations, into the existing dataset, with the augmentations rep-
resenting floating objects. Our approach has three high-level steps:
• Generate a 3D virtual model: We want to generate a believable
floating object in the form of a polygonal model.
• Place it within the real ARSO scene: An instance of a virtual
model that is placed within the real scene and has its own properties
within the world, such as direction, location, and velocity, is called an
augmentable.
• Scan it with a virtual sensor: After the augmentable is scanned by
the virtual sensor, it produces a point cloud or set of points, which we
then call the augmentation.
There are two high-level criteria that determine the quality of an aug-
mentation:
• Quality of augmentable: Quality is determined by how sensible the
3D model and its properties are. If we take the space of all real-world
floating objects and their properties, perfect augmentables will belong
to this same space, while good augmentables will share as many prop-
erties as possible with the objects from this space.
• Quality of augmentation: If the augmentable were actually an entity
in the real world and at its location at the time of the real scanning,
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then it would produce the perfect augmentation – the real scanner
would scan it in the exact same manner as any other object in the real
world. Thus the closer to real-world conditions we can come with our
own methods of producing the augmentation, the better it will be.
5.1 Factors of scanning reproduction
Now that we have defined the way in which we will approach augmentation,
we define the factors that influence the quality of the reproduction of the
scanning process in more detail. We do this by examining the factors that
model the underlying system that is in operation during the scanning of a
floating object in reality. We first define all the factors of scanning repro-
duction, then describe why they are important if that is unclear, and finally
present our solutions for how we modelled them. We can look at these factors
in terms of how best to describe any unique floating object scan that appears
in the dataset.
5.1.1 Augmentable
• Shape and size: By shape we denote the class that the floating object
is an instance of, such as balloon, bird, or airplane. Various objects of
the same shape will come in different sizes in the real world, and we
wish to sample these as well.
• Location: There are two important factors – sensibility (is the object
placed where a real floating object might appear?) and difficulty (how
hard will it be to detect the current object, given that it is in a given lo-
cation?). Sensibility is satisfied by the object’s being above the ground
and not overlapping other objects.
The difficulty is determined by the distance from the transitive floor.
Easy problems are far from the floor, while hard problems are closer to
the ground. Easy problems have sparse or empty contexts, while hard
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problems have full contexts. Intuitively, because harder problems are
more complex, it is better to have more of these (easy problems require
fewer examples to understand).
• Rotation: Objects will have different rotations through each of the
axes of possible rotation. These will also be unique for each type of
floating object. For example, an airplane’s yaw can have any value,
whereas pitch is within a range of around 30 degrees, based on whether
it is rising, travelling at the same altitude or descending in preparation
for landing. For smaller floating objects, the rotation might not even
be important because very few rays will hit the object.
• Velocity and travel direction: Velocity is actually a very important
property of floating objects. It is the property that separates them from
most terrestrial objects – they are almost guaranteed to be moving.
The faster the object moves, of course, the more important that this
property is modeled.
5.1.2 Augmentation
Because the transformation from augmentable to augmentation is not as
straightforward as simply creating the augmentable, we first describe the
real-world procedure by which a real-world object is transformed into a point
cloud using an airborne LiDAR sensor. We can see in figure 5.1 that the
LiDAR sensor is mounted on the bottom of the airplane and positioned in
alignment with the direction of the airplane.
We define the airplane’s coordinate frame: the x direction is pointing in
the travel direction, the y direction is perpendicular to the airplane, and the
z direction is perpendicular to the ground plane z = 0. The scanner swings
back and forth around the x axis (in the y direction), while the airplane
travels in the x direction at a constant height. The shape that the ray of the
scanner produces can be seen in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: A visualization of an airborne LiDAR sensor. The scanner is
mounted on the bottom of the airplane, and scans in lines perpendicular to
the airplane’s travel direction. The pattern of samples the scanner makes
is called the LiDAR swath, while one line between the swath’s extremes is
called a scan line. An example scan line is the line segment between P1 and
P2. Original picture from [70].
If we observe the shape of the curve, we see it looks like a sharp wave
function with a large amplitude and high frequency, as seen in figure 5.1. If
we assume that the scanner’s direction is exactly aligned with the airplane,
the waves will be virtually lines that go back and forth in the y direction of
the airplane and progress very slowly in the x direction. This shape is called
the LiDAR swath, and we call each line segment (such as the one between
points P1 and P2 in figure 5.1) the scan line.
In the visualization, the line segments are far apart, but in the real-world
scenario, they are very close to each other. The surface of the real-world
objects that appear under the swath at the time of scanning is sampled by
the LiDAR sensor in consistency with the sensor’s properties. This produces
the set of points that represent the object. How exactly this happens includes
many factors:
• Airplane direction: The augmented floating object should be scanned
in the same direction that the real plane was traveling when it flew over
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the terrain below the augmented object. This is important because
the patterns of point clusters may hold significant predictive value for
various segmentation methods, thus we do not want a segmentation
algorithm to infer that floating objects are clusters of points whose
constellation significantly differs from the underlying terrain, because
this would not be true if the augmented objects were real.
The direction can be inferred from the swath in the terrain below the
object. From the specification of the LiDAR sensor, we can predict the
expected patterns of samples given the direction of an airplane. Con-
versely, given the patterns, we may also infer the airplane’s direction.
• Location: The location is important in concert with the direction to
ensure that the correct side of the augmentable is scanned, but it also
determines the distance between the augmentable and the sensor. This
distance, in turn, determines the degree to which the sample density in
the augmentable’s point cluster is consistent with the sample density
of non-augmented neighbor objects. As with direction, we do not want
a segmentation method to infer that floating objects are sampled with
a sampling density that is not proportional to the distance from the
real airplane.
• Swath direction: Until now we have assumed that the path of the
LiDAR sensor is always aligned with the direction of the airplane. In
figure 5.2 we have a visualization of the swath of chunk 391_38 of
ARSO, from which it can be seen that the path of the airplane is al-
most directly in the up direction, but the orientation of the swath is
tilted to the left. This indicates either that the plane’s direction was
influenced by external forces such as wind, or that the LiDAR sensor
was in fact not aligned with the airplane direction. Thus to augment
perfectly, the swath direction and the airplane direction should be es-
timated independently.
• LiDAR scanner: Because the sampling is most reliant on the LiDAR
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sensor, we need to know its internal mechanics to predict how it would
sample objects.
Figure 5.2: visualization of the swath of chunk 391_38 of ARSO, visualized
by projecting all the points on the plane z = 0. It shows that the angle of
the produced LiDAR swath is not necessarly perpendicular to the airplane’s
travel direction.
Now that we have described a framework of what should be considered
when producing augmentations, we describe our method of achieving this in
the next section.
5.2 Implementation
To implement the augmentation procedure while accounting for many of the
factors that we have stated above, we built a four-stage pipeline that produces
augmented samples in an arbitrary LiDAR terrain chunk. We describe each
stage in detail in the following subsections.
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5.2.1 Sampling object shape and size
For each entity type we have chosen to augment, we specify the shape in the
form of the interval from which the x dimension of the scale is sampled from
Ix, and we impose a constraint on the other two dimensions by specifying the
proportions of all the shapes. Thus, if we sample a value k from Ix and enforce
proportions [1, a, b], then the scale of the object is given by s = [1, a · k, b · k],
and this is measured in meters.
Here the geometry for each of the object types we used is a model down-
loaded from the internet. Their properties are seen in table 5.1, and their
visualizations are shown in figure 5.3.
Table 5.1: Properties of each augmentable type used for the augmentation
of ARSO data.
triangles vertices size span Ix proportion s source
AIRPLANE 3078 1541 [10m, 50m] [1, 1.2, 0.2] [71]
BALLOON 980 520 [5m, 15m] [1, 1, 2.5] [72]
DRONE 36136 18490 [0.5m, 1.5m] [1, 1, 0.2] [73]
BIRD 39595 37658 [0.3m, 1m] [1, 1.5, 0.2] [74]
We determined the size spans and proportions by viewing some typical
representatives of these classes in [5, 75, 76, 77, 78] , and we defined the size
span to range from small to large instances of each shape that we found. The
proportions were very similar among examples of the same type, so we used
those that were approximately average.
5.2.2 Object location
The location we sample has some constraints we must respect. These are as
follows:
• the object is contained within the bounds of the current dataset chunk,
• it is above the ground,
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Figure 5.3: The models that were used for augmentables. Left upper corner
is the drone, to the right is the airplane, lower left corner is the bird, and to
the right is the balloon.
• it does not overlap other augmentables, and
• it does not overlap other objects in the dataset.
Lastly, we choose to prefer objects closer to the ground, because they are
harder cases and their solution is thus more informative. Thus we approach
this problem with an unconstrained generation of samples and then a series
of filters that leave only the locations that we want.
Unfiltered sampling
First, the location is sampled uniformly from the 3D subspace between
[min
x
(chunk),min
y
(chunk),min
z
(chunk)] and
[max
x
(chunk),max
y
(chunk),max
z
(chunk) + rc],
(5.1)
where rc is the maximum considerable radius of the context of a floating
object candidate. Such a constraint guarantees that we have both low-flying
floating objects and high-flying candidates. The locations that are sampled
then represent the origin of the object’s local coordinate frame and are placed
in the center of the object.
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Filtering overlapping objects
To filter overlapping objects, we first use the scale of the object from the pre-
vious phase to compute the object’s bounding box. We define the bounding
box by the eight points that are its vertices. We then prepare the input for
the overlap filtering algorithm by defining each point as
[O,B0, ..., B8,max(shape)], (5.2)
where O is the center point, or the origin of the object’s local coordinate
frame; Bi are the boundary points of its bounding box; and max(shape) is
the maximal dimension of its shape. This is done for each of the candidates,
and the resulting list of records serves as the input for the overlap filtering
algorithm. We describe this below in algorithm 1.
In the filtering phase, we use the scale of the object from the previous step
to compute the object’s bounding box. Next we compound the individual
candidate object description as
ri = {oi, Bi,max_dimi}, (5.3)
where oi is the origin of the object’s local coordinate system,Bi = {b0, . . . , b8}
is the set of boundary points of its bounding box, and max_dim is the max-
imal dimension of the i-th object’s shape. This is done for each of the can-
didates, and the resulting list of records serves as the input for the overlap
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filtering algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Overlap filter algorithm
input : Set of candidates R = {r0, . . . , rN}, where N is number of
candidates.
output: Set S containing candidates to be discarded to ensure they
do not overlap.
1 central(p) . . . maps a point p to candidate object’s origin oi.
2 search(p,r) . . . returns set of points within radius r from point p.
3 points ← ⋃iBi; where Bi ∈ ri and ri ∈ R; // Set of all
the points presented using KD-Tree for fast search.
4 centralPointMap [p]← central(p); // Mapping points to their
candidate’s origin.
5 O ← ⋃i oi; where oi ∈ ri and ri ∈ R; // Set of origin
points.
6 D ← {}; // Set of discarded points.
7 A ← {}; // Set of accepted points.
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// For every candidates’ origin
(8) for oi ∈ O do
// If point is already discarded continue
(9) if oi ∈ D then
(10) continue;
// Search for the neighbours around oi
(11) nbrs ← search(oi,max_dimi);
// if there are no neighbours accept oi
(12) if nbrs = {} then
(13) A ← A ∪{oi};
(14) else
// if a neighbour is accepted, discard oi
(15) for nbr ∈ nbrs do
(16) nbr ← centralPointMap [ nbr ];
(17) if nbr ∈ A then
(18) D ← D ∪{oi};
(19) if oi ∈ D then
(20) continue;
// Else discard the neighbours and accept oi
(21) for nbr ∈ nbrs do
(22) nbr ← centralPointMap [ nbr ];
(23) D ← D ∪{ nbr };
(24) A ← A ∪{oi};
The algorithm demands the building of a KD-tree, the required time for
which isO(n log(n)), the building of the central point map isO(n), and iterat-
ing all of the points and possibly performing a KD-tree search is O(n log(n)).
All of the other operations are constant time, therefore the time complexity
of the algorithm is O(n log(n)).
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Remove underground objects
Because the DTM was available to us, we could use it to filter any augmenta-
bles that were placed underground. To verify whether an augmentable a is
underground in the point cloud P , we follow a simple procedure:
Algorithm 2: Underground filter algorithm
input : Set of points representing DTM P , Set of augmentables A
output: Set S containing candidates that are underground w.r.t. the
DTM.
(1) closestP, p . . . returns point contained in point set P , which is the
closest neigbour of point p.
(2) T (x) . . . orthogonal projection onto z = 0.
(3) P’ ← T (P )
(4) for a ∈ A do
(5) a′ ← T (a)
(6) p′min ← closest(P ′, a′)
(7) pmin ← T−1(p′min)
(8) if pminz > az then
(9) S ← S ∪ a
(10) return S;
The procedure is fast. The projection to z = 0 is implicit, as it ig-
nores the z coordinate. We build a KD-tree from the projected point cloud
and do a nearest-neighbor search for a′, which requires at time of O(log n),
and perform a comparison between a′ and p′min. The time complexity is
O(n log n) + O(k log n) = O((n + k) log n), where k is the number of points
in A.
Next we want to know which of the candidates overlaps another object
in the dataset. Because the transitive floor object is not of a trivial shape,
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we have used a trick method to compute it.
Algorithm 3: Dataset-augmentable overlap filter algorithm
input : Set of candidates R = {r0, . . . , rN}, where N is the number of
candidates; embedding point cloud P
output: Set S containing candidates to be accepted.
(1) TG(x, r0) . . . transitive ground segment of x, found with RBNN or
range r = r0.
(2) C ← ⋃iBi; where Bi ∈ ri and ri ∈ R;
(3) P ← P ∪ C
(4) Fmin ← P − TG(P, 2)
(5) Fmax ← P − TG(P, rc)
(6) for r ∈ R do
(7) if r ∈ Fmin ∧ r /∈ Fmax then
(8) S ← S ∪ r
First we use the objects’ central points and boundary box points and
concatenate them with the dataset in question. The algorithm requires two
RBNN computations, which are each O((n + c) log(n + c)), where c is the
number of candidate points, and n is the number of points in the point cloud.
Finally there is a presence check in Fmin and Fmax, which each takes O(c·(c+
n)) = O(c2+cn) time, so the complexity is O((n+c) log(n+c))+O(c2+cn).
Finally we are left with candidates that do not overlap each other or
anything else in the dataset, are above the ground, and are not floating
higher than the desired threshold rc above the transitive ground segment.
5.2.3 Estimating airplane properties
The airplane properties we want to estimate are these:
• the position of the airplane,
• the direction of the airplane, and
• the angle of the LiDAR swath.
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The difference between the airplane direction and the scanner can be
attributed either to external forces applied to the airplane or an actual angle
between the directions. We have not attempted to find the angle between
the airplane direction and the swath direction, because we did not yet find
methods that could very accurately estimate each direction.
To estimate the airplane properties, the only data we can use is the trace
of the LiDAR swath in the dataset, reflected through the constellation of the
point cloud. To use this trace to estimate all of the properties, we can start
by estimating the direction of the airplane and then infer the others.
Estimating direction
To estimate the direction, there is one particular LiDAR attribute that has
proven to be particularly helpful – the angle at which points were scanned -
the scan angle. Figure 5.4 presents a visualization of the swath in which the
scan angle values are color coded. It is clear that they form stripes within
the swath, and the direction of these stripes represents the direction of the
airplane, thus our approach is to approximate the direction of a scan angle
stripe.
Figure 5.4: A visualization of dataset chunk 391_38 as a projection on to
z = 0, with colour coded scan angles. Colourful stripes form that indicate
the direction of the airplane at the time of the scanning.
First, to better illustrate the approach, we define the context of the air-
plane scanning the terrain. Let the full angle that the scanner travels be
constant – 2α – and we assume the airplane travels at a constant height h.
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For now, let the ground be the plane z = 0, let the ray in the down direction
from the airplane be ~D, and let ~m be the ray shooting from the airplane at
the maximum angle direction of the airplane. Let the point at the airplane
be A, the point at the intersection of ~D and z = 0 be B, and the point at the
intersection of ~M and z = 0 be C. The points A,B,C form a right triangle,
where AC is the hypotenuse, and the angle between AC and AB is α. This
is illustrated in both figures 5.5 and 5.6.
For some augmentable a, we start by taking its nearest neighbor pa in
the dataset using only x and y coordinates. It appears as some point on a
LiDAR swath: let us say that this is exactly the swath in figure 5.5, and it
appears somewhere on the line |DC|. We view the scan angle of pa, called
γpa , and find all of the points around pa with the same integer scan angle.
We call this set of points the scan angle neighbors SN(pa). We want to know
the width of the stripe formed by SN(pa).
To compute the width of the whole LiDAR swath, we can use the men-
tioned triangle, as the swath width is the length of |DC|.
d(α) = |BC| = h · tanα, (5.4)
where d is half of the amplitude of the scan trace, and h = |AB| is the
height of the airplane.
As γpa can be any integer angle between [−α, α], we want to know the
width of any scan angle neighborhood defined by its scan angle γ ∈ [−α, α].
Intuitively, the length of the full degree len(β) will be the difference
len(β) = d(β + 1)− d(β) = h · (tan(β + 1)− tan β). (5.5)
If we now return to the point pa, we take the set of points that are within
2.5 degrees around the point Sfull using equation 5.5. We assume h = 1, 400m
as stated in the ARSO specification as the maximum height. A visualization
of what is then done is shown in figure 5.7. The leftmost part of the figure
shows the point set returned when we do a nearest-neighbor range search
around pa. Next, we filter from this set the points with the exact scan angle
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Figure 5.5: A visualization of the triangle bounded by the path of the LiDAR
swath in a frontal view of the airplane, orthogonal to it’s travel direction. It
shows an example of a point pa laying somewhere on a LiDAR swath, and
the one degree angle chunk at its scan angle γpa . We call all of the points
that fall within the same 1 degree angle chunk, scan angle neighbours.
of pa; the resulting set is Ssmall. For each of these points, we do a nearest-
neighbor search within 1 m for points whose scan angle is γpa + 1 or γpa − 1,
and we obtain the sets Sleft and Sright, respectively. By taking the average
point pleft of Sleft and pright of Sright and subtracting them, we obtain the
vector perpendicular to the airplane’s travel direction.
pright =
∑
p ∈ Srightp∑
p ∈ Sright||p|| (5.6)
pleft =
∑
p ∈ Sleftp∑
p ∈ Sleft||p|| (5.7)
~d = pright − pleft (5.8)
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Figure 5.6: A visualization of the triangle bounded by the path of the LiDAR
swath in a frontal view of the airplane, orthogonal to its travel direction. It
shows how the values of the triangle are related, and given that we know two
variables, we can determine all of the others as well.
Figure 5.7: The procedure of determining the airplane direction using the set
of points that is 2.5 degrees of scan angle around the augmentable’s nearest
neigbour pa. First we take all the points pi where γpa = γpi and obtain a
scan angle stripe of one degree. Next we take the nearest neigbours with the
neigbouring scan angle degrees γpa + 1 and γpa − 1, and average over each
of the produced clusters, finally obtaining the two points that determine the
vector perpendicular to the airplane direction.
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We have taken 2.5 degrees around pa because we need at least 2 degrees
of scan angle around pa to guarantee that the neighboring degrees will be
included in Sfull. In figure 5.8, the thick red line represents the points in the
worst case scenario, where pa is on the edge of the scan stripe of γpa . We
can see that if pa is in fact on the edge, then the one neighboring degree will
be a full degree away from pa. We take the additional 0.5 degrees because
the scan stripe is rarely perfectly linear and because the actual height of the
airplane can in fact be higher than our estimate.
The only edge case is if γpa is on the edge of the LiDAR swath. In this
case it would not have a neighboring degree. As it is part of the same LiDAR
swath, however, if we take some point in the neighboring stripe and repeat
the above procedure for it, we will obtain the same result.
Figure 5.8: A visualization of the 3 degrees of scan angle around a point. The
center point represents pa. The thick line segment coloured in red represents
the points that were within 1 degree of the scan angle of pa. This is in the
worst case scenario, where pa is actually on the edge of its scan angle stripe,
and it can be seen that the red line will still be within the 2 degree range.
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Algorithm 4: Airplane direction estimation
input : Point cloud on z = 0 P , scan angles for each point
γ = γ0, ..., γN , augmentable a
output: Airplane travel direction ~d
(1) search(X, y, r) . . . returns all points in X, that are maximally r away
from y.
(2) nn(X, y) . . . returns the nearest neighbour of y within X.
(3) nbrline(X, Y, α) . . . returns in X − Y that are within a meter of any
point in Y and whose scan angle is α.
(4) pa ← nn(P, a)
(5) h← 1400m
(6) r ← 2.5·len(γpa )
2
(7) Sfull ← search(P, pa, r)
(8) Ssmall ← ∀x : x ∈ Sfull ∧ γx = γpa
(9) Sleft ← nbrline(Sfull, Ssmall, γpa − 1)
(10) Sright ← nbrline(Sfull, Ssmall, γpa + 1)
(11) pleft ←
∑
p∈Sleftp∑
p∈Sleft||p||
(12) pright ←
∑
p∈Srightp∑
p∈Sright||p||
(13) ~d← pright − pleft
The search where Sfull is retrieved takes O(log n+k) time, where k is the
number of neighbors in the defined range. For the sake of analysis, we will
disregard this part of the algorithm and pretend Sfull is the input, and n is
the power of Sfull. Then finding Ssmall takes O(n) time, two computations
of nbrline each take O(log n) for each element in Ssmall, which simplifies to
O(n log n). Computing the averages of pleft and pright each takes O(n) time,
making the complexity of the algorithm O(n log n).
Estimating swath direction
• The Hough transform :
The Hough transform is a well-known method, so we provide a high-
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level overview of what it does. Details about the method can be read
in paper [79].
Essentially, the Hough transform finds some defined shape within an
image. In its most basic form, the one we are using, it finds lines in the
image. In a grayscale image, it looks at each pixel in the data in terms
of all the possible lines to which the pixel could belong. It declares the
potential lines that are shared by many pixels as actual lines.
To apply this to our problem, we apply the Hough transform to B.
Because the LiDAR swath is ordered in lines that are perpendicular to
the travel direction, we bet on one of those lines being the potential line
on which the maximum number of pixels agree. If we are correct, then
we can obtain the scan direction. We take the scan line direction to be
the right vector to the airplane, and (0, 0, 1) to be the down vector. We
get the scan direction with the vector product of the right and down
vectors.
~Dscan = ~Dline × ~Ddown (5.9)
• Derivative method:
The observation we have used here is that if we look at B in figure 5.6,
we see it is formed only by line segments that are nearly parallel. The
derivative of the bitmap exactly in the direction of the line segments
would contain almost no points. If we took any other direction, many
points would remain. Because the direction of the line segments is
unknown to us, we attempt to rotate the bitmap around the center
of the circle and take the derivative in the x direction. When the
line segments become aligned with the x axis, the derivative in the x
direction will be minimal.
To rotate the points of the bitmap, we take Sfull again and move the
points so that their center is in the coordinate origin. To rotate them
for angle θ, then for each point p, we compute their new coordinates:
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p′x = px cos(α) + py sin(α) (5.10)
p′y = −px sin(α) + py cos(α) (5.11)
Let Cα(S) be a function that rotates points in the set S around the
coordinate origin for the angle α, and let B(S) be the function that
transforms the points in S to a bitmap. We are trying to find the angle
θ that minimizes
θ = arg min
α
∑
i
∑
j
(B(Cα(Sfull))[i+ 1, j]−B(Cα(Sfull))[i, j]) (5.12)
The idea is visualized in figure 5.9. After we obtain θ, we can take the
vector [1, 0] and in the same manner rotate it around the coordinate
origin by θ. This vector now points to the direction of the LiDAR
swath.
After we have obtained the swath direction, we can compute the angle
between the swath and the airplane direction to obtain the angle at
which the LiDAR sensor is tilted on the airplane.
Swath angle error
As the scan lines are not truly parallel, we should note the degree of error that
is made by assuming the that the direction of the scanner is perpendicular
to the line.
With the Riegl LMS-Q780 scanner, the angular velocity of the scanner va
ranges from 10 to 200 lines/s, while the normal airplane travel speed v was
from 70 to 110 knots, and airplanes normally travel at an altitude h between
1,200 and 1,400 m. We want to know where the angle is the greatest between
two lines. This will be when v is highest, va is lowest, and h is lowest. So
if va = 10lines/s and v = 110knots = 56, 59m/s, then when the airplane
travels for one line in its direction, it will travel
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Figure 5.9: The visualization of the workings of the derivative method. The
first column of the figure presents what happens when we take the derivative
of the bitmap in the x direction, and the scan lines are not aligned with the
x direction. The upper circle in the first column represents the original scan
lines, and the bottom circle represents the derivative. The second column
represents the case where the scan lines are aligned with the x direction. The
circle at the bottom is the derivative, and contains pixels only at the edge
of the lines, where the derivative will be non-zero. The sum of pixels in the
right circle is much lower than in the left circle, which is what we want.
|d| = v
va
=
56.59m/s
10lines/s
= 5.66m (5.13)
Note that the length of the scan line |l| will be 2 · h · tan(α), where α is
one-half the full scan angle of the scanner. The full scan angle is 60 degrees,
so one-half is pi
6
. Thus the length of the scan line is
|l| = 2 · h · tan(α) = 2 · 1200m · tan(pi
6
) = 1385.64m (5.14)
To get the projection of l onto the axis perpendicular to the airplane’s
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travel direction, we can imagine a triangle as seen in figure 5.10, formed by
the lines d, l, and e. As it is a right triangle, we know that
|e| =
√
|l|2 − |d|2 =
√
1385.642m2 − 5.662m2 = 1385.63m (5.15)
And finally to get the angle β between two scan lines we know that β
2
is the
angle between e and l and thus we can infer
β = 2 · β
2
= 2 · arctan |d||e| = 0.008 (5.16)
So the angle between two lines is approximately 0.46 degrees, and if we
approximate a scan line and declare that the airplane’s direction is perpen-
dicular to it, then the error we make will be at most 0.23 degrees.
Estimating position
Now that we have estimated the swath direction, we can use it to calculate
the airplane position. Let us take the right-angled triangle from above in
figure 5.6.
Again we take pa as our sampling point. From equations 5.6 and 5.7 we
take pright and pleft. As these points are the averages of the points on each
side of the scan stripe, the distance between them is the width of the scan
stripe
s =
√
(pright − pleft)2 (5.17)
The known variables in 5.5 are now len(β) and β, while the unknown is
the airplane height h. By inverting the equation, we infer that
h =
len(β)
tan(β + 1)− tan β . (5.18)
Because we have the swath direction ~d, we can interpolate the exact value
of the scan angle of pa using linear interpolation. We first find the nearest
points from neighboring scan angle stripes in the swath direction. We do
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Figure 5.10: Visualization of the angle between neigboring scan lines in a
LiDAR swath. The airplane travels in the direction v, the angle between
neighboring lines is β, and half of the triangle between the neigbors is visu-
alized.
nearest-neighbor range searches with r = 1m around pa + i · D||D|| for the
sequence of i > 0 until we find a point with the neighboring angle pn. We
repeat this for pa − i · D||D|| to find pm. We then interpolate the scan angle
using
tm = 0 (5.19)
tn = distL2(pm, pn) (5.20)
ta = distL2(pn, pa) (5.21)
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γˆpa = γpm + (ta − tm)
γpn − γpm
tn − tm . (5.22)
With this, we have found the interpolated value of the scan angle γˆpa .
Finally, we look again at figure 5.6. Let C = pa on the triangle in the
figure. The unit direction of the found scan line is ~d and h = |AB| as before.
To calculate the airplane position, we calculate the vector in the direction of
~CA as
~c = [0, 0, h] + ~d · h · tan γˆpa , (5.23)
and finally, add the above vector to the position of the augmentable.
A = pa + ~c (5.24)
Finally, we need to account for the direction of the airplane by looking at
the scan direction LiDAR attribute. If the scan direction is negative, then ~c
should be negated. The full procedure is specified in algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5: Airplane position estimation
input : Intermediate results from algorithm 4: P , pleft, pright, pa
output: Airplane location A
(1) nn(X, y) . . . returns the nearest neighbour of y within X.
(2) dist(x, y) . . . euclidean distance between points x and y.
(3) l← dist(pright, pleft)
(4) h← l
tan γpa+1−tan γpa
(5) ~d← pright − pleft
(6) for i ∈ [0, dle] do
(7) x← pa + i · D||D||
(8) px ← nn(P, x)
(9) if γpx = γpa + 1 then
(10) pn = px;
(11) break;
(12) for i ∈ [0, dle] do
(13) x← pa − i · D||D||
(14) px ← nn(P, x)
(15) if γpx = γpa − 1 then
(16) pm = px;
(17) break;
(18) tm ← 0
(19) tn ← dist(pm, pn)
(20) ta ← dist(pn, pa)
(21) γˆpa ← γpm + (ta − tm)γpn−γpmtn−tm
(22) ~c← [0, 0, h] + ~d · h · tan γˆpa
(23) A← pa + ~c
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The case of multiple scan angles
If we project the dataset onto the plane z = 0 using orthogonal projection
in the direction of z, we can see that frequently the points form one or many
swaths that overlap one another. We can think of this as many airplanes
scanning the dataset, each in its own track.
For our purposes, estimating one of these swaths is sufficient, as if we
then spawn a virtual scanner in the estimated direction, the augmentable will
be scanned consistent with the corresponding scan trace. This is sufficient
because floating objects are normally traveling, and when the second airplane
gets to the location of the augmentable, it would have already flown away
and thus not have been scanned. We can pick any of the scan traces, as it
does not matter which one the augmentable is scanned by.
Furthermore, all of the above methods use the 2.5-degree circle of neigh-
bors around the augmentable projected on z = 0. This means that when
there are multiple swaths in the area we are examining, there is some proba-
bility of the scan angles being the same in two or more swaths, which would
render us unable to filter out our preferred swath. We have not found a
method to tackle this problem; therefore, if there are two colliding scan lines,
our method will fail with likelihood P = 2.5
60
= 0.04167 if we do not take any
steps to detect these collisions.
5.2.4 Virtual scanner
In subsection 5.1.2 we presented how the LiDAR sensor operates at a high
level. Now the goal is to reproduce the sensor as a virtual model, so we
explore the mechanics in depth.
The sensor shoots laser rays at the terrain below in a swinging fashion
– it is rotated in only one direction, and for each sample that it takes, it
rotates the LiDAR sensor around the x axis of the airplane and keeps taking
samples in this fashion until it reaches a maximum angle. Thereafter, it
changes rotation direction and proceeds in the opposite way until it reaches
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the maximum angle in the other direction. Its motion is very like the function
the tip of a church bell describes when the bell is rung. We have modeled
this system in the following fashion. We first define a set of parameters of
the system:
We first define a set of parameters of the system:
• Maximum angle Φmax: This is the angle at which the sensor changes
rotation direction. This is measured in relation to the vector that points
directly down at the terrain – ~Down.
• Sampling frequency f : Expressed in [Hz], this is a measure of how
many samples the sensor makes per second.
• Sensor angular velocity va: Expressed in [lines/s], this measure tells
how many times the sensor travels between the two extreme maximum
angles in 1 s.
• Airplane velocity v: This is the airplane’s speed of travel.
• Starting point A(0): This point marks the location of the airplane at
time step t = 0.
• Starting direction ~D = ~Down: This is the direction the sensor is
pointed at at the begining of the simulation.
These parameters define the system. We want to determine where the air-
plane is located at every time step t, when there are f time steps in a second.
The location will be a fraction of v away from the last location, and this frac-
tion is determined by f . Thus we can model it as
A(t+1) = A(t) +
v
f
. (5.25)
The change of angle at each time step is given by
∆Φ =
2 · Φmax · va
f
, (5.26)
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where the upper part of the fraction is total number of radians the sen-
sor moves through in 1 s, and the bottom part accounts for the time step
defined by f . So the change of location is defined above, but we also need
to incorporate the change in direction when the maximum angle is reached
– that is, when
arccos ( ~Down · ~D) ≥ Φmax =⇒ ∆Φ← −∆Φ (5.27)
And the actual new direction is then
D(t+1) = R(∆Φ) ·D(t) (5.28)
where R(x) is the rotation matrix that defines the rotation around the
airplane’s x axis.
R(x) =

1 0 0 0
0 cos x − sinx 0
0 sinx cosx 0
0 0 0 1

After this is done, the only remaining step is to cast the laser ray and
see what it hits. We have modeled this with raycasting. The starting and
ending locations of the raycast at time step t are
X
(t)
0 = A
(t) (5.29)
X
(t)
1 = A
(t) + k ·D(t) (5.30)
respectively, where k is a high value. The raycast will give us the first
hit, and we can get the location x and the LiDAR intensity of the hit with
intensity = − ~D · ~nx, where ~nx is the surface normal of the hit point x.
All we then need to do is express this in the coordinate frame of the
airplane, which is trivial if we have the matrices that define it. Figure 5.11
visualizes the scanning of a polygonal sphere in UE4 using the mechanism
described above.
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Figure 5.11: The virtual airborne LiDAR sensor in operation during the
scanning of a polygonal sphere in UE4.
5.2.5 Simulation
When the application is started, the program reads all of the prepared aug-
mentables. It then loads the first dataset in the folder and begins augmenting
the augmentables. It does this by taking the following steps:
• Choose the appropriate polygonal model of the augmentable, depend-
ing on the object type property.
• Scale the model to fit the exact dimensions defined by the object
dimensions property.
• Rotate the model randomly around the z axis.
• Spawn this model at the location defined by the augmentable loca-
tion property.
• Spawn the airborne LiDAR sensor with the parameters defined in an
example Riegl LMS-780Q scanner specification [38] at the location de-
fined by the airplane position property.
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• Rotate the scanner so that it is aligned in the correct direction defined
by the scan direction property.
• Begin scanning and moving in the defined direction.
All the properties that appear in the outline above can be computed using
the methods described in this chapter.
Each scanner is paired with an augmentable, and this ensures that each
scanner can only augment the augmentable that it is paired with. We spawn
each (scanner, augmentable) pair every couple of seconds. This interval is
also configurable, thus the user can control the amount of processing power
used. The scanner keeps moving for a short time until it has flown over
the entire augmentable. The pair is then deleted to save memory. After all
augmentations within the current dataset chunk are completed, the program
stores them to disk (in the augmented folder in one file labeled with the
dataset’s name), loads the next dataset chunk, and begins to augment it.
After the last chunk in the folder has been augmented, the program finishes.
Chapter 6
Segmentation
If our data were perfect (if every 3D object were densely scanned from all
angles and we had a perfect representation of reality), RBNN would be an
ideal method for finding floating objects, because it discriminates the tran-
sitive ground from other objects, which in perfect data, translates directly
to floating objects. But LiDAR data is imperfect, and we do not have a
reliable estimation of the transitive ground, as we saw in Chapter 4. There
are many false positives and ambiguous cases that RBNN misclassifies. For
this reason, we want to pursue a more robust method that can take into ac-
count more than the distance from the transitive ground object. As we saw
in our analysis in Chapter 4, how the candidate relates to the objects around
it is integral in deciding whether it is truly a floating object, and although
RBNN is capable of relating the object to the transitive ground segment via
distance, it is unable to grasp any relations at a finer level of control. This
is why we have selected a deep-learning based framework, that claims that
it can account for both long- and short-range relationships among objects in
a scene. We present this framework in the next section.
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6.1 Large-scale point cloud semantic segmen-
tation with superpoint graphs SPGraph
In this section, we present the state-of-the-art point cloud segmentation tech-
nique: SPGraph [28], which we applied to our augmented dataset to segment
floating objects. We first describe the approach and then explain how we ap-
ply it to our problem.
Segmentation with superpoint graphs (SPGraph) is a deep-learning-based
framework for semantic segmentation of large-scale point clouds of millions
of points. It captures the structure and organization of point clouds us-
ing a structure called a superpoint graph (SPG). To segment an input
point cloud, it is first partitioned into geometrically homogeneous elements
composed of clusters of neighboring points, called superpoints. Then the
superpoints are embedded within the SPG using PointNets, which produces
a graph in which the superpoints are nodes, and the edges have rich features
that are able to encode contextual relationships between object parts and
other objects. This is crucial for contextual classification – for example, cars
are above roads, and roofs are above ceilings. SPGs also allow the modeling
of long-range interactions that would otherwise be intractable without strong
assumptions about the nature of the pairwise connections. After the SPG is
computed, deep-learning algorithms based on graph convolutions can then
be used to classify its nodes, thereby producing the resulting segmentation.
The proposed SPG representation allows us to split the semantic segmen-
tation problem into three subproblems:
• Geometrically homogeneous partition: Because the clusters are
expected to be geometrically simple, we expect them to be semantically
homogeneous as well; thus the assumption is that two different objects
will not share a simple geometrical shape. The resulting components
can be large simple shapes such as roads or walls or much smaller com-
ponents such as parts of a car or a chair. Let C be the input point cloud
comprising a set of n 3D points. Each point i ∈ C is defined by its 3D
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position pi and, if available, other observations oi such as color or in-
tensity. For each point, dg geometric features fi ∈ IRdg characterize the
shape of its local neighborhood. These features are linearity, planarity,
scattering, and verticality. The global energy method is defined with
respect to the 10-nearest-neighbors adjacency graph, Gnn = (C,Enn),
of the point cloud, proposed by [80]. The geometrically homogeneous
partition is defined as the constant connected components of the solu-
tion of the following optimization problem:
arg min
g∈IRdg
∑
i∈C
||gi − fi||2 + µ
∑
(i,j)∈Enn
ωi,j[gi − gj 6= 0], (6.1)
where [.] is the Iverson bracket [81]. The edge weight ω ∈ IR|E| is chosen
to be linearly decreasing with respect to the edge length. The factor
µ is the regularization strength and determines the coarseness of the
resulting partition. The problem defined in equation 6.1 is known as
the generalized minimal partition problem. The constant connected
components S = S1, ..., Sk of the solution of equation 6.1 define the
geometrically simple elements, and are referred to as superpoints.
• Superpoint graph construction: The SPG is an oriented attributed
graph, G = (ς, ε, F ), whose nodes are the set of superpoints ς, and the
edges ε represent the adjacency between superpoints. The superedges
are annotated by a set of df features, F = IRε×df , characterizing the
adjacency relationship between superpoints. Let Gvor = (C,Evor) be
the symmetric Voronoi adjacency graph of the complete input point
cloud as defined by [82]. Two superpoints S and T are adjacent if there
is at least one edge in Evor with one end in S and one end in T :
ε = {(S, T ) ∈ ς2|∃(i, j) ∈ Evor ∩ (S × T )}. (6.2)
Important spatial features associated with a superedge (S, T ) are ob-
tained from the set of offsets γ(S, T ) for edges in Evor linking both
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superpoints:
γ(S, T ) = {(pi − pj)|(i, j) ∈ Evor ∩ (S × T )}. (6.3)
• Superpoint embedding: An embedding must be produced so that
deep-learning algorithms may be used on the SPG. This method uses
PointNet for this purpose. In PointNet, input points are first aligned
by a spatial transformer network [83], independently processed by mul-
tilayer perceptrons, and finally max-pooled to summarize the shape. In
this case, the input points are the superpoints. The result of this stage
is the set of vectors zi representing each superpoint ςi.
• Semantic segmentation: This final stage of the pipeline is to classify
each superpoint ςi based on its embedding zi and its local surroundings
within the SPG. This is done using the ideas from gated graph neural
networks [84] and edge-conditioned convolutions [85]. The general
idea is that superpoints refine their embedding according to pieces of
information passed along superedges. Each superpoint ςi maintains
its state hidden in a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [86]. The hidden
state is initialized with embedding zi and is then processed over several
iterations t = 1 . . . T . At each iteration t, a GRU takes its hidden
state h(t)i and an incoming message m
(t)
i as input and computes its new
hidden state h(t+1)i .
h
(t+1)
i = (1− u(t)1 ) q(t)i + q(t)i  h(t)i , (6.4)
q
(1)
i = tanh(x
(t)
1,i + r
(t)
i  h
(t)1,i)
i , (6.5)
u
(t)
i = σ(x
(t)
2,i + h
(t)
2,i), r
(t)
i = σ(x
(t)
3,i + h
(t)
3,i). (6.6)
where  is element-wise multiplication, σ() is the sigmoid function, u(t)i
is the update gate, r(t)i is the reset gate, and x
(t)
i is the input term that
connects the hidden state h(t)i and the message m
(t)
i . At the end of this
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step, we have the hidden state of each superpoint at the next time step
t+ 1.
To improve stability during training, layer normalization [87] is ap-
plied:
(h
(t)
1,i, h
(t)
2,i, h
(t)
3,i) = ρ(Whh
(t)
i + bh) (6.7)
(x
(t)
1,i, x
(t)
2,i, x
(t)
3,i) = ρ(Wxx
(t)
i + bx) (6.8)
ρ(a) :=
(a−mean(a))
(std(a) + )
. (6.9)
The authors argue that a GRU should possess the ability to down-
weight an input vector (or parts of it) based on its hidden state. For
example, a GRU might learn to ignore its context if its class state is
highly certain or to direct its attention to only specific feature channels.
This is achieved by gating the message m(t)i by the hidden state before
using it as input x(t)i :
x
(t)
i = σ(Wgh
(t)
i + bg)m(t)i . (6.10)
The incoming message m(t)i to superpoint ςi is computed as a weighted
sum of hidden states h(t)j of neighboring superpoints ςj. The actual
weighting for a superedge (j, i) depends on its attributes Fji. Specifi-
cally, it is computed from the attributes by a multilayer perceptron Θ,
a so-called filter generating network.
m
(t)
i = meanj|(j,i)∈εΘ(Fji,.;We) h(t)j (6.11)
Thus from the above we can compute each h(t+1)i from the outputs of
the previous time step, with the initial state being the initial PointNet
embedding zi:
h
(1)
i = zi. (6.12)
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To obtain the final prediction yi, a linear transform Wo is applied to
the concatenation of the hidden states from sequential time steps:
yi = Wo(h
(1)
i , ..., h
(T+1)
i )
T . (6.13)
This allows the exploitation of the dynamics of hidden states due to an
increasingly receptive field for the final classification. The Wo,We,Wg
weight matrices are to be learned (optimized).
6.2 Application to floating point segmentation
We used SPGraph to segment the ARSO data. We inserted the raw points
into geometric partitioning, and we used all of the linearity, planarity, scat-
tering, and verticality features. We set the outputs yi to be yi = 1 for
augmented points and yi = 0 for nonaugmented points.
Our hope was that because floating objects are so rare within the dataset,
the quantity of the augmentations would outweigh even the few actual float-
ing objects that might be present in the training set during training.
6.3 RBNN as a segmentation method
We used RBNN to analyze floating object candidates, as described in Chapter
4. With this, we can treat RBNN as a segmentation method in itself and use
it as a baseline method for comparison with SPGraph.
Chapter 7
Results
The results are composed of three separate experiments: the swath direction
estimation experiment, the augmentation and the segmentation. We present
the results for each of these in the following sections.
7.1 Swath directions
In table B.1 we used several parameters to describe the terrain contained
within 34 of the 50 dataset chunks presented in Chapter 3. This was es-
pecially useful for gaining insight into the advantages and shortfalls of the
swath/scan direction estimation methods. Here is a description of the table’s
attributes:
• # aug: This is the number of augmentables in the respective dataset
chunk.
• # lines: This value indicates the number of LiDAR swaths found in
the dataset chunk. If this value is an array, different numbers of swaths
were present in different areas in the dataset chunk. For example 1, 2
means that some parts had only 1 swath, and other parts had 2 swaths.
• style: This value codes for 3 classes we have classified the swaths in to.
1: Swaths are parallel if the angle between them is less than 20 degrees.
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2: Swaths are in the crisscrossed class, if they are crossing each other
at an angle greater than 20 degrees and less than 70 degrees. 3: Swaths
are in the perpendicular class, if their angle is greater than 70 degrees.
• badprojection: When this attribute is 1, it indicates the projection
onto z = 0 did not produce straight lines in a significant portion of the
dataset chunk. Examples of where this might occur are dense cities
with many buildings or forests with many trees.
• emptyspace: When this attribute is 1, it indicates the dataset chunk
contains significant portions of empty space; 2 means that the majority
of the dataset chunk is empty.
• chaos: When this attribute is 1, it means that the dataset chunk has
so many swaths and unusual patterns that what is happening is nearly
indiscernible .
Table B.2 contains the results of the swath direction prediction for aug-
mentables in 34 out of 50 selected ARSO dataset chunks we presented in
Chapter 3. Spanning the selected datasets, there were 1,552 augmenta-
bles. In table 7.1 are the cummulative results for all dataset chunks for
each method. The error metric we used for the prediction is a slightly al-
tered version of angular distance. Because we are working with lines, the
evaluation metric can be the lesser angle at the intersection between two
lines, because the direction of the lines is not defined. Thus the error is
err(x, y) =
θx,−y, if θx,y > pi2θx,y, otherwise , (7.1)
where
θx,y = arccos cos θx,y = arccos
~x · ~y
||~x||||~y|| . (7.2)
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Table B.4 and table B.3 contain the results for the hough transform and
derivative methods, respectively, showing the effectiveness of each method
with respect to the size of the input bitmap.
Table 7.1: The results of all scan direction estimation algorithms expressed
as the average angular distance in degrees between the true line and the
prediction, with the standard deviation for each.
dataset dir σdir Hough σHough deriv σderiv
18.79 13.52 22.30 20.15 36.50 22.84
7.1.1 Discussion
The best results were obtained for the airplane direction method, which fre-
quently produced results even below 10 degrees of error, which is good given
that the worst error possible was 90 degrees of error. The worst predictions
were obtained for chaotic chunks and chunks with bad projection; sparsity
also appeared to be somewhat predictive of poor results. We assume the
errors related to bad projection occur because the method is fairly reliant
on having the nearest neighbors of the augmentable’s 1-degree scan stripe
evenly distributed and well approximated by a line. If there are many trees
or buildings in a chunk, the projection onto z = 0 will produce denser point
clusters, and if a dense cluster is partially contained in the circle of influence
of an augmentable, it will skew the average points. Errors related to spar-
sity may result from the points not being dense enough to reliably find the
nearest neighbors of the scan stripe. Such errors could perhaps be mitigated
by increasing the range of the neighbor search around the stripe at the cost
of some computational efficiency.
The derivative method did not work well in any of the cases, as the
errors were always fairly high. This method is the most reliant on there
being enough space between each scan line and is the most penalized by the
imperfection of the lines – that is, by bad projections onto z = 0.
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The Hough transform method fared significantly better at higher bitmap
sizes. We assume this is because at small bitmap sizes the points are too close
to each other and fall into the same pixels even if they are at neighboring
scan lines. Moreover, empty spaces within the dataset that fall within an
augmentable’s circle of influence may disrupt this method, making it more
accurate in sections that are away from empty spaces.
7.2 Augmentation
The augmentation was performed on all 50 dataset chunks presented in Chap-
ter 3, with 2,219 augmentables spanning all of the chunks. To perform the
actual augmentation, these system parameters were used:
• Scanner direction: aligned with airplane travel direction.
• Airplane direction: used one of the labels of the augmentable. Com-
puting the actual airplane direction is still a hard problem for the meth-
ods that were developed, so we opted to instead use the ground truth
we had produced.
• Airplane position: directly above the augmentable. Because it is
dependent on the direction estimation, we decided that there were still
too many errors for the system to use the predicted positions.
• Airplane height: predicted height from airplane properties estima-
tion. We used the predicted height because the true airplane heights
varied greatly from the a priori assumption of 1,000 m, ranging instead
from 500 m to 1,500 m. We used the predictions because they are the
best that we have.
• Scanner sample frequency: 400 kHz inferred. The ARSO speci-
fication [1] states that there are approximately 5 points/m2, and the
closest Riegl example setup in the Riegl scanner specification [38], with
5.8 points/m2, used this sampling frequency.
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• Speed: 90 knots = 46.3m/s. Inferred from Riegl example setup.
• Angular speed: 54 lines/s. We could not infer this, so we tried
augmenting with 27 and 54 lines and compared the fits visually in
PointCloudia once the augmentations were done. 54 lines/s was a
much better fit.
• Max scan angle: 60 degrees.
• Augmentable dynamics: The augmentables were static.
The comparison between the ARSO setup and the Riegl example setup
that was closest to it can be seen in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: The specifications of the LiDAR scanner and the airplane on which
it was mounted for the ARSO LiDAR system and for a recommended setup
for the Riegl LMS-Q780 LiDAR sensor.
ARSO example RIEGL setup
sample frequency not specified 400khz
FOV 30 degrees 30 degrees
travel speed not specified 90 knots
flying altitude 1200-1400m 1200-1400m
point density 5 pts / m2 5.8 pts / m2
line frequency not specified 27 or 53 lines / s
7.2.1 Discussion
The augmentation process is difficult to evaluate numerically, but by checking
the augmentations manually and evaluating them based on our expectations
for their visual appearance, we found they were as we expected them to
be. An example can be seen in figure 7.1. The density of the scan lines is
consistent with the dataset, and this indicates both that our estimates of the
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Figure 7.1: An example augmentation of an airplane augmentable.
LiDAR sensor properties were accurate and that our algorithm estimated the
airplane’s height fairly accurately.
The primary problem with the method is scan direction estimation. We
reused the labels we had obtained for the direction and not the predictions of
the algorithms. Because of this, the floating objects were not scanned from
the correct angle and were thus inconsistent with the dataset.
We see two important ways in which the augmentation process could be
improved. The first and most important is improving scan direction esti-
mation, which would enable both scanning in the correct direction without
labels and scanning objects at the correct angles. The second improvement
would be an automatic method for determining the angular velocity of the
sensor, the velocity of the airplane, and the sample frequency.
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7.3 Segmentation
For the segmentation experiment, we used the same 50 dataset chunks pre-
sented in Chapter 3, augmented with the resulting augmentations that were
created in the experiment in section 7.2. The chunks together contained
814,178,719 points, where 498,550 points were positives (points belonging to
augmentations). We used RBNN and SPGraph as the segmentation meth-
ods, with RBNN serving as the baseline for comparison with SPGraph.
Figure 7.2 presents the visualization of the results on a ROC graph. We
used 5-fold cross validation when evaluating SPGraph. We used a ROC
graph because our data is very imbalanced with respect to the class we are
predicting, thus a ROC graph is fit to use.
The ROC graph gives a dim view of the picture, but that is mainly be-
cause such a reduction of the results does not provide enough information for
useful insights to be inferred. Therefore we have visualized the results of the
segmentation for the validation set which we predicted on. It was composed
of 8 dataset chunks, namely ids: 525_145, 525_147, 530_155, 534_159,
548_147, 601_158, 605_161, 614_154. We produced joint visualizations of
both RBNN and SPGraph, so that we could compare them visually. We ren-
dered each of the mentioned dataset chunks along with their augmentations,
then color coded the rendered points according to their ground truth, RBNN
prediction and SPGraph prediction. Each unique combination of these was
assigned its own unique color, so because the prediction is binary, we get a
total of 8 unique colors. Table 7.3 presents the table of colors that were used
for each combination.
For the RBNN visualization, we used r = 5, because the F1 score was
highest for this value. Below we present the visualizations and analyze vari-
ous phenomena in the produced segmentation.
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Figure 7.2: The performance of SPGraph and RBNN compared on a ROC
graph. Clearly there are thresholds for RBNN which still outperform SP-
Graph. We plotted only a small section of the curve because it was so steep
that the result could not clearly be seen if viewed on the full segment between
0 and 1.
7.3.1 Full chunk visualization
First we look at some segmentations at the macro scale. Visualizations of
some of the mentioned validation set chunks can be seen in figures 7.3 and
7.4. On a macro scale, it can be seen that many classifications for large
floating objects are correct. We can also see that SPGraph was very good
at understanding the concept of the transitive floor, as it rarely made errors
with objects that belong to it. A majority of large candidates were correctly
classified, but some errors were still made.
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Table 7.3: Color codes of each possible class in the visualization. For example
if the ground truth of a point was negative (0), and both RBNN and SPGraph
also output 0, then the point is rendered black in the visualization.
Color Ground truth RBNN SPGraph
Black 0 0 0
Yellow 0 0 1
White 0 1 0
Red 0 1 1
Cyan 1 0 0
Magenta 1 0 1
Green 1 1 0
Blue 1 1 1
Figure 7.3: The full visualization of a forrest dominated chunk, where the
results are very good. As stated in table 7.3, black points are true negatives
predicted by both segmentation methods, and blue points are true positives.
We can see that blue and black points are strongly prevalent in this data set
chunk.
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Figure 7.4: Another full visualization of a chunk. As stated in table 7.3,
green points are those that were correctly classified by RBNN, but wrongly
classified by SPGraph. While most of the predictions are correct, there is a
fair bit of green predictions.
7.3.2 Advantages of SPGraph over RBNN
Next we view the segmentation more closely and examine the actual pros and
cons of SPGraph in comparison with RBNN as implied by the visualizations.
The advantages of SPGraph were as follows:
• It was able to find some objects that were closer to the transitive floor
than RBNN’s threshold. Examples of this phenomenon are visualized
in figures 7.5 and 7.6. In this respect, SPGraph clearly provided value
over RBNN, although there were not more than 10 such objects in the
validation set of 550.
• It recognized that power lines were not floating objects. Examples
of this phenomenon are visualized in figures 7.7 and 7.8. Power line
misclassification was a regular occurrence with RBNN for most values
of r < 10.
• It recognized that streetlights were not floating objects. Examples of
this are visualized in figures 7.9 and 7.10. This is a particularly positive
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Figure 7.5: As stated in table 7.3, magenta points are those that were cor-
rectly classified by SPGraph and wrongly classified by RBNN. The pres-
ence of such segments tells us that SPGraph handles some cases better than
RBNN.
Figure 7.6: Another example where SPGraph classified the candidate cor-
rectly, while RBNN did not.
result, because this was one of the main problems with RBNN. In cities,
streetlights are generally the most common false positive for RBNN, so
solving this problem is definitely a strength for SPGraph.
• It recognized that edge points are not floating objects. An example of
this is visualized in figure 7.11. It should be noted that when augmen-
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Figure 7.7: Example where SPGraph correctly classifies a power line, where
RBNN does not. As stated in table 7.3, white points are those that were
falsely predicted as positive by RBNN, but correctly predicted as negative
by SPGraph. The presence of these also indicates that some cases are better
handled by SPGraph than RBNN.
Figure 7.8: Another example where SPGraph correctly classifies a power line,
where RBNN does not.
tations appeared close to the edge, it was still often able to correctly
classify them.
• It recognized some roofs to be non-floating, where RBNN did not. An
example of this is visualized in figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.9: Example where SPGraph correctly classifies street lights, where
RBNN does not. This is evident by the presence of white point that are
clearly street lights. As stated in table 7.3, white points present the triumph
of SPGraph over RBNN.
Figure 7.10: Another example where SPGraph correctly classifies street
lights, where RBNN does not.
• A distinct problem with RBNN is that it will not recognize disconnected
components, whereas SPGraph does not have a problem here. An
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Figure 7.11: Example where SPGraph correctly classifies a edge points, where
RBNN does not, evident through white points in the visualization.
Figure 7.12: Example where SPGraph correctly classifies a roof, where RBNN
does not, evident through white points in the visualization.
example of this is visualized on figure 7.13.
7.3.3 Advantages of RBNN over SPGraph
After observing the advantages of SPGraph, we must recognize there were
instances in which it performed badly as well. These are the pitfalls of
SPGraph:
• Trees: On rare occasions, SPGraph misclassified trees as floating ob-
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Figure 7.13: Example where SPGraph correctly classifies a disconnected com-
ponent, where RBNN does not, evident through white points in the visual-
ization.
jects. Examples of this are seen in figures 7.14 and 7.15. This occurred
in an average of about 4 samples in each dataset chunk. It should be
noted that trees are objects with a large number of points, because
the LiDAR beam permeates their canopies and returns multiple points
per scan line. Their misclassification can significantly affect the chosen
performance metrics.
• Small objects: Generally, SPGraph was much worse at classifying
small objects than large ones. There were many cases where RBNN cor-
rectly classified small augmentations while SPGraph did not. SPGraph
seems to have also inferred that when many small objects are near each
other, they are less likely to be floating objects, although in the case
of a flock of birds, this is clearly not the case. We found exactly one
dataset chunk that had many floating objects, although we could not
identify them by type. When SPGraph segmented this dataset chunk,
it classified a large number of these points as negatives. The floating
points also influenced decisions about augmentations in the area, where
the predictions were notably worse than in other chunks of the valida-
tion set. In the same chunks, SPGraph regularly correctly classified
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Figure 7.14: Yellow segments are those where SPGraph wrongly predicted
positives, while RBNN was correct. This is seen on the visualization and this
presents the triumph of RBNN over SPGraph.
Figure 7.15: Another example where SPGraph misclassifies trees, evident
through the yellow points in the visualization.
the small floating objects that were far away from the flocks of floating
points. This suggests to us that SPGraph has learned that candidates
that flock together in large numbers are not floating objects, which is
supported by the fact that not only small objects were misclassified
when near each other, but even large objects were misclassified when
they were close to the flocks. This is generally a principle we wanted
SPGraph to recognize because this often holds true for streetlights,
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flags, and power lines, but the important factor with these objects is
that they are also situated at approximately the same height and are
in a simple constellation. This is a problem that should be addressed
in the future. An example of this phenomenon can be seen in figure
7.16.
Figure 7.16: An example of an actual flock of floating objects in a data
set, where most were misclassified by SPGraph. These are the small white
dots seen in the visualization. These are true floating objects which are not
augmentations, so they are falsely classified as non-floating in the ground
truth. SPGraph appears to be making the correct prediction, but is actually
false - the reason being that the data it was trained on does not handle
cases like this. It can also be seen that the presence of such objects ruins
the predictions of other candidates as well, as even large objects were much
more frequently wrongly classified in such contexts than in general.
• Ambiguity: There were some instances in which there was seemingly
no reason why SPGraph would misclassify points, but there were many
pairs of similar objects in which one was classified correctly and the
other was not. This problem is much more mysterious. Examples of
this phenomenon can be seen in figures 7.17 and 7.18.
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Figure 7.17: Example of an ambiguous case where it is very unclear why
SPGraph made different decisions for two seemingly very similar candidates.
This is evident through the green and magenta objects appearing very similar
to each other, but being differently classified.
Figure 7.18: Another example of an ambiguous case where it is very unclear
why SPGraph made different decisions for groups of seemingly very similar
candidates. On the left is a group of large green objects which are correctly
classified by RBNN, but wrongly by SPGraph, while on the right side, the
blue objects are correctly classified by both. This is likely due to SPGraph
being overfitted on the data, and learning principles that pertain only to the
training set and not the general case.
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7.3.4 Discussion
The visualizations indicate that RBNN and SPGraph have mutually exclusive
advantages and that each is better than the other method in some cases. One
notable advantage of SPGraph is that it is automatic, whereas RBNN needs
to be configured by setting the r parameter.
We can also address the difficulties and propose solutions with SPGraph.
There are some easy solutions: for example, if we could incorporate the usage
of the underlying segmentation class in ARSO data, then misclassifications
of trees would likely be reduced.
The problem of identified true floating object flocks occurred because our
training data did not account for such occurrences. It is understandable that
SPGraph would have learned that many objects flocked together means that
they are not truly floating, because there were examples of such candidates
among streetlights, but none of the examples in our augmentations followed
this pattern. A potential way of fixing this is adding bird flocks – or other
objects that do not float at the same height – as augmentations to the train-
ing set. This would allow the method to learn that the special pattern for
streetlights is not only that they are often near each other, but that they
are also at the same distance from the transitive floor. Another useful idea
along these lines would be to incorporate the distance from the transitive
floor attribute as computed with RBNN into SPGraph’s features.
For the ambiguous cases, we were unable to identify any pattern to explain
why SPGraph made wrong decisions only sometimes. One experiment worth
trying is simply to increase the amount of training data. Neural networks
require large amounts of data for training, and the data we provided may not
have been enough to allow SPGraph to thoroughly learn the concepts we want
to teach it. This is especially true for its classification of small candidates.
It is possible that SPGraph overfitted by tending to search for the shapes of
airplanes and balloons. SPGraph does account for the shape of the object,
and the shapes of airplanes and balloons are more complex than the shapes
of simple objects consisting of only two points. Another possible experiment
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would be to use two distinct SPGraph models – one trained only on large
augmentations (macro), and one trained on small augmentations (micro). In
this way the macro model could account more for the shape of the objects,
whereas the micro model would be more attuned to the relationships of the
candidates to their neighboring points and candidates.
In any event, the research direction we have taken does not seem to
indicate a dead end but is worthy of further pursuit.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis we have tackled the problem of floating object segmentation in
an airborne LiDAR dataset, which has not been attempted before. Because
the dataset was not labeled, we have used a simple heuristic method to search
for candidates that may be floating objects.
We have created a new tool for the visualization, labeling, and augmen-
tation of point clouds, which we used to analyze the candidates and which
enabled us to determine the best course of action for further research. The
analysis indicated that for a large portion of candidates, it could not be
determined whether they were in fact floating objects, thus we decided to
invert the problem by augmenting the dataset with virtual floating objects
and then finding objects in the original dataset that were similar to these
augmentations.
We presented a novel augmentation pipeline, which can be used to aug-
ment any airborne LiDAR dataset with any polygonal object. We augmented
a 50 km2 chunk of the ARSO dataset with augmented floating objects and
used a state-of-the-art point cloud segmentation technique to segment the
augmentables. The problem is still not fully solved, but we continue to be-
lieve that this research path is promising, as there are many subproblems
identified in this thesis that could be improved upon.
The main shortfall in our effort was that we were not able to create a
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method that would reliably infer the scan direction from a small subset of
points around the augmentable in the dataset. The next experiment we would
try would be to tackle this problem through machine learning rather than
with a heuristic method. The weakness of our methods seemed to be that
they relied on the points being ordered in lines, whereas this is often not the
case. As a human oracle can in most nonchaotic cases fairly simply determine
a scan direction, we believe that artificial intelligence could learn this as
well. Solving this problem would be the greatest contributor to improving
the quality of the augmentation process. Another prospective direction of
research would be estimating the velocity of the airplane, the angular velocity
of the sensor, and the sampling frequency of the scanner. These can be
approximated well by a human oracle, but such an approach would be a
bottleneck in automation. The augmentation could also be improved by
providing a better array of object types and polygonal models.
In terms of segmentation, we believe it could be improved by using more
data for training. We would also like to determine which candidates SPGraph
would find if we removed the candidates proposed by RBNN, added augmen-
tations, trained on the resulting dataset, added the RBNN candidates back
in, and then predicted on the resulting dataset. This would provide insight
into what SPGraph knows that RBNN does not.
Appendix A
Data statistics
The data used in experiments consists from 50 chunks from Slovenian public
LiDAR dataset. More detailed information of individual chunks is presented
in Table A.1. The Table includes tile name, number of points in the chunk,
minimal and maximal X, Y, and Z coordinates in the UTM datum, and
number of points of individual classes (not all of the points were used in
classification).
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Table A.1: Information on individual chunks selected from Slovenian LiDAR
dataset.
Name Points Min X Min Y Min Z Max X Max Y Max Z Unclassified Ground Low Vegetation Medium Vegetation High Vegetation Building Noise
TM_386_95 14,751,959 385,999.89 94,999.96 66.11 387,000.10 96,000.00 179.72 40,975 6,513,829 1,217,763 1,670,982 4,709,060 19,362 1,337
TM_386_99 22,579,478 385,999.88 98,999.98 129.60 387,000.07 100,000.02 306.44 67,330 6,243,766 1,671,878 2,042,848 11,737,012 53,990 2,149
TM_388_43 8,576,162 388,000.00 43,000.00 -272.90 388,999.99 43,999.99 610.52 1,182,550 1,832,389 971,791 511,875 902,468 747,226 23,353
TM_390_40 7,788,263 390,000.00 40,000.00 -3.22 390,999.99 40,999.99 576.15 1,981,757 1,714,084 537,014 262,005 320,051 77,068 20,204
TM_391_38 8,058,101 391,000.00 38,000.00 -61.36 391,999.99 38,999.99 605.93 2,970,028 1,831,372 371,279 23,033 30,383 43,049 16,295
TM_391_43 10,812,151 391,000.00 43,000.00 -65.26 391,999.99 43,999.99 599.21 1,448,723 2,433,777 1,479,625 418,705 1,562,372 159,767 26,120
TM_393_105 33,736,266 392,999.95 104,999.99 84.78 394,000.07 106,000.08 576.63 71,399 6,870,027 1,699,447 2,073,925 22,204,266 14,260 2,743
TM_394_102 22,349,757 393,999.87 101,999.92 132.60 395,000.04 103,000.13 484.93 55,601 5,239,006 1,250,897 1,822,509 13,052,905 18,266 3,807
TM_394_105 22,580,701 393,999.86 104,999.91 84.75 395,000.12 106,000.07 295.50 89,576 6,677,031 1,279,072 1,798,449 11,108,698 580,168 6,396
TM_395_44 9,800,584 395,000.00 44,000.00 -17.82 395,999.99 44,999.99 173.43 1,083,815 1,889,247 886,983 224,984 471,591 1,012,715 16,021
TM_396_93 28,722,882 395,999.96 92,999.94 195.61 396,999.99 94,000.07 478.25 79,951 8,409,404 1,590,102 2,429,102 14,976,781 20,853 1,958
TM_400_45 10,143,269 400,000.00 45,000.00 -82.94 400,999.99 45,999.99 441.41 827,024 1,789,427 768,805 111,842 ,251,355 784,892 20,275
TM_401_136 24,696,086 400,999.98 135,999.97 539.67 402,000.01 137,000.04 1,683.32 11,008 5,894,059 164,928 1,222,700 12,636,358 14,682 14,602
TM_401_45 8,184,023 401,000.00 45,000.00 -16.47 401,999.99 45,999.99 641.98 1,127,136 1,947,328 896,768 163,498 165,499 592,578 19,144
TM_401_46 8,232,242 401,000.00 46,000.00 -52.31 401,999.99 46,999.99 641.62 1,245,942 1,505,808 529,851 116,858 118,163 1,330,053 32,564
TM_402_45 9,450,675 402,000.00 45,000.00 -3.94 402,999.99 45,999.99 643.65 1,068,191 1,619,055 858,371 119,984 153,441 91,936 20,603
TM_405_132 21,055,045 404,999.89 131,999.96 1620.47 406,000.07 133,000.06 1,940.08 18,539 4,092,270 4,820,444 5,827,763 4,911,912 1,892 21,614
TM_406_97 17,443,044 405,999.87 96,999.98 914.92 407,000.10 97,999.97 1,070.63 23,792 6,144,621 638,495 843,156 8,841,671 104,369 11,589
TM_407_133 13,604,702 406,999.91 132,999.97 1889.70 408,000.06 134,000.05 2,299.27 3,038 10,745,827 1,023,006 204,476 70,197 2,303 18,877
TM_408_122 15,098,356 407,999.97 121,999.97 1345.34 409,000.04 123,000.01 1,922.27 5,268 9,817,060 490,886 784,376 822,872 4,870 28,620
TM_410_97 26,768,483 409,999.89 96,999.97 409.67 411,000.13 97,999.99 1,219.41 285,628 4,617,091 3,065,818 2,474,820 15,358,952 13,819 24,961
TM_413_127 5,380,819 412,999.95 126,999.97 521.16 414,000.04 128,000.02 591.08 1,432 1,017,633 22,534 79,460 2,869,553 13,047 4,515
TM_414_125 23,183,596 413,999.93 124,999.95 529.20 415,000.05 126,000.01 906.85 16,443 2,525,876 614,848 719,407 17,596,672 1,590 10,544
TM_424_112 27,281,503 423,999.94 111,999.99 420.07 425,000.04 112,999.99 968.67 67,676 5,746,102 1,454,213 1,958,193 17,117,142 46,022 13,701
TM_428_116 26,456,579 427,999.95 115,999.98 652.84 429,000.06 117,000.01 1,065.79 62,564 5,715,315 1,556,566 1,179,061 17,305,262 1,259 24,222
TM_436_111 18,571,872 435,999.94 110,999.98 405.41 437,000.06 111,999.99 654.19 40,393 4,609,776 848,647 780,787 11,746,754 52,632 8,105
TM_442_110 24,389,832 441,999.91 109,999.97 359.08 443,000.06 111,000.03 736.43 39,237 5,452,508 1,050,459 1,221,538 16,053,799 1,480 14,710
TM_451_143 8,782,787 451,000.01 142,999.98 1268.79 452,000.04 144,000.01 1,686.54 5,508 3,295,321 921,654 685,594 3,679,604 0 7,340
TM_452_113 11,234,527 451,999.96 112,999.91 341.40 453,000.00 114,000.07 393.54 10,922 7,805,040 172,862 315,045 2,282,241 64459 2,437
TM_453_141 14,360,385 452,999.91 141,000.02 842.26 454,000.06 142,000.02 1,275.77 19,917 2,035,695 1,298,934 932,477 9,713,905 5,611 11,214
TM_462_100 15,526,900 461,999.96 99,999.99 265.49 463,000.05 101,000.00 422.97 31,953 6,012,540 580,274 1,011,300 6,474,052 810,904 7,192
TM_464_99 27,974,365 463,999.94 98,999.91 303.13 465,000.02 100,000.00 453.30 38,941 6,882,542 1,058,513 1,234,307 17,839,858 45,744 13,238
TM_467_99 21,468,333 466,999.94 98,999.99 276.82 468,000.05 100,000.00 413.79 31,098 5,939,554 686,490 919,334 12,981,370 25,1102 7,572
TM_469_101 10,656,970 468,999.98 100,999.91 264.51 470,000.05 102,000.07 301.36 18,723 7,180,094 282,843 540,309 1,271,324 766,408 3,358
TM_469_103 11,490,954 468,999.97 102,999.90 265.97 470,000.02 104,000.07 329.28 17,917 7,514,169 234,718 527,110 2,224,559 418,435 2,498
TM_472_134 12,859,828 471,999.91 133,999.95 1670.94 473,000.07 135,000.04 2,024.21 6,725 5,767,210 3,842,354 2,022,739 179,963 14,544 33,137
TM_491_57 30,525,379 490,999.95 56,999.94 448.59 492,000.07 58,000.06 530.46 37,560 8,332,707 744,237 1,175,149 15,122,380 314,597 34,308
TM_518_133 14,980,352 517,999.87 132,999.98 355.62 519,000.15 134,000.02 470.05 16,553 7,727,321 375,571 665,730 5,277,427 147,345 4,053
TM_524_147 22,780,719 523,999.96 146,999.98 1378.05 525,000.07 148,000.03 1,549.07 29,246 5,683,613 600,279 708,922 15,216,871 0 10,761
TM_524_148 21,623,398 523,999.96 147,999.99 1374.75 525,000.07 149,000.05 1,553.48 26,392 4,114,350 655,521 1,006,133 15,294,678 0 12,653
TM_525_145 27,388,780 524,999.96 144,999.96 1232.72 526,000.02 146,000.07 1,505.96 14,414 6,231,450 739,565 799,819 18,151,213 223,646 19,770
TM_525_147 21,705,062 524,999.90 146,999.96 1308.20 526,000.07 148,000.06 1,452.18 27,809 5,732,290 962,726 686,345 13,566,924 5,057 16,646
TM_530_155 14,388,954 529,999.93 154,999.98 377.37 531,000.14 156,000.01 582.96 11,620 6,239,985 725,814 870,565 5,561,641 350,565 7,926
TM_534_159 23,645,138 533,999.88 158,999.98 196.43 535,000.12 160,000.04 716.42 38,895 2,466,301 775,235 472,428 19,505,392 10,629 12,796
TM_548_157 11,841,292 547,999.97 156,999.90 247.11 549,000.02 158,000.14 324.20 31,417 5,639,367 457,003 762,579 2,060,042 1,840,338 5,959
TM_549_156 12,771,028 548,999.95 155,999.85 252.43 550,000.04 157,000.13 337.64 30,124 5,696,784 540,100 935,881 2,860,055 1,789,327 5,163
TM_601_158 17,872,698 600,999.94 157,999.98 68.52 602,000.03 159,000.01 266.96 6,378 7,490,715 15,9634 1,483,928 7,035,010 0 6,430
TM_605_161 23,946,815 604,999.94 160,999.98 84.14 606,000.04 162,000.01 262.12 25,794 5,986,221 311,920 2,633,133 11,607,197 0 26,260
TM_613_156 16,584,706 612,999.95 155,999.94 59.08 614,000.05 157,000.01 257.21 3,423 8,323,979 116,822 989,112 4,449,166 132,803 20,924
TM_614_154 9,005,445 613,999.95 153,999.98 74.71 615,000.05 155,000.01 252.47 262 8,000,643 3,954 18,710 67,010 38,193 3,117
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Table B.1: The characteristics of each dataset chunk in ARSO that was used
for our experiments.
Name Num. of augmentations Num. of lines Style Sparse Bad projection Empty space Chaos
386_95 86 1,2 1 0 0 0 0
386_99 72 2 2 0 0 0 0
388_43 11 2 3 0 0 1 0
390_40 13 1,2 3 0 0 1 0
391_38 10 1,2 3 0 0 0 0
391_43 12 2 3 1 1 0 0
393_105 58 3 2 1 0 0 1
394_102 47 3 2 0 0 0 0
394_105 38 2 2 0 0 0 0
395_44 12 1 0 2 0 0 0
396_93 66 2,3 2 0 0 0 0
400_45 8 1 1 1 0 1 0
401_136 22 2 1.5 0 0 0 0
401_45 18 2 1 0 1 0 0
401_46 74 1 1 1 1 0 0
402_45 17 2 3 0 1 0 0
405_132 43 2 2 0 0 0 0
406_97 37 2 2 0 0 0 0
407_133 57 1,2,3 2 0 1 0 0
408_122 43 1,2 1 0 0 0 0
410_97 19 5 2 0 0 0 1
413_127 24 2 1.5 0 0 2 0
414_125 67 1,2,3 2 0 0 0 1
424_112 55 2 2 0 0 0 0
428_116 60 2,3 2 0 0 0 0
436_111 97 2 2 0 0 0 0
442_110 55 2 2 0 0 0 0
451_143 17 1,2,3 2 0 0 0 0
452_113 134 1,2 1 0 0 0 0
453_141 49 1,2 2 0 0 0 0
462_100 76 2 1 0 0 0 0
464_99 96 2,3 2 0 0 0 0
467_99 77 2 1.5 0 0 0 0
469_101 119 2 3 0 1 0 0
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Table B.2: The angle errors θ expressed in degress, of approximating the
swath direction using each of the developed methods. Each of the rows
represents a single dataset chunk in ARSO, and each method is two pairs of
columns - one for the average error and one for its standard deviation.
Name dir σdir Hough σHough deriv σderiv
386_95 9.14 10.70 8.79 20.69 36.40 24.23
386_99 7.66 10.58 21.01 22.44 37.48 23.74
388_43 30.64 23.35 34.18 23.84 38.96 18.96
390_40 15.11 19.83 20.73 17.42 33.35 28.65
391_38 8.79 10.57 24.02 14.98 38.03 24.47
391_43 53.83 31.77 42.01 25.30 31.99 18.09
393_105 39.29 22.21 54.97 21.55 41.99 27.01
394_102 14.38 11.06 12.23 16.39 21.92 14.45
394_105 11.06 10.04 20.38 19.39 35.22 19.34
395_44 54.24 15.87 39.18 21.90 27.64 23.12
396_93 12.31 10.70 13.55 17.40 32.25 20.32
400_45 7.74 7.44 20.57 20.02 55.86 26.73
401_136 9.70 9.65 16.36 20.56 44.25 27.95
401_45 66.73 18.09 46.81 19.59 40.91 26.81
401_46 17.03 17.29 29.43 26.03 44.16 25.29
402_45 74.63 14.30 60.05 23.36 42.27 24.65
405_132 9.36 9.28 14.87 21.95 34.08 26.76
406_97 11.74 14.34 16.06 20.08 35.34 22.89
407_133 14.59 16.88 15.63 19.26 43.37 23.69
408_122 12.46 17.32 18.45 21.25 42.89 24.78
410_97 13.81 18.22 28.69 21.73 30.76 16.81
413_127 8.65 6.89 8.86 18.88 34.79 24.03
414_125 7.83 8.93 15.38 21.31 35.83 22.56
424_112 10.24 11.75 19.16 21.45 32.74 22.45
428_116 14.55 14.77 14.24 19.40 21.03 15.27
436_111 10.02 12.04 14.56 20.99 36.95 22.90
442_110 9.25 8.33 17.27 21.40 31.90 20.62
451_143 13.35 10.86 10.35 21.25 42.58 22.52
452_113 8.79 9.63 27.23 15.69 42.30 25.06
453_141 16.31 14.84 24.84 20.31 37.98 25.15
462_100 15.66 11.35 9.70 22.12 41.91 25.08
464_99 12.43 11.51 11.75 15.24 21.61 14.68
467_99 9.59 11.27 9.61 19.93 39.86 24.08
469_101 7.88 8.10 17.17 11.92 32.26 23.28
18.79 13.52 22.30 20.15 36.50 22.84
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Table B.3: The angle errors θ expressed in degress, of approximating the
swath direction using the derivative method, with respect to the size of the
input bitmap b. We have computed errors for each size between 2000 and
6000 in steps for 1000, each value has its column.
Name b=2000 b=3000 b=4000 b=5000 b=6000
386_95 36.87 36.40 36.46 37.63 36.41
386_99 37.71 37.64 37.57 37.51 37.48
388_43 38.96 39.22 39.10 39.28 39.24
390_40 35.99 37.47 37.28 33.35 37.29
391_38 38.03 38.32 38.54 38.42 38.65
391_43 32.07 32.03 32.12 32.08 31.99
393_105 42.26 42.16 42.16 41.99 42.06
394_102 23.22 22.61 22.49 21.92 22.44
394_105 35.37 35.25 35.22 35.26 35.31
395_44 27.64 27.87 27.85 27.89 27.86
396_93 33.58 33.82 33.81 32.25 33.81
400_45 56.16 55.86 56.02 56.08 56.17
401_136 44.25 44.28 44.55 46.57 44.52
401_45 40.91 40.99 41.08 41.18 41.02
401_46 44.19 44.20 44.16 44.29 44.34
402_45 42.27 42.60 42.47 42.53 42.46
405_132 34.08 34.27 34.34 38.51 34.36
406_97 35.65 35.61 35.54 35.39 35.34
407_133 43.42 43.37 43.59 43.38 43.42
408_122 43.09 42.90 42.89 42.94 42.93
410_97 30.76 30.87 30.76 30.97 30.94
413_127 34.95 34.82 34.97 34.79 34.80
414_125 36.05 35.99 35.90 35.94 35.83
424_112 32.74 32.94 32.88 32.91 32.99
428_116 21.09 21.03 21.08 21.14 21.11
436_111 37.72 37.04 36.95 38.95 36.97
442_110 31.90 32.06 31.92 31.97 31.95
451_143 43.00 42.60 42.84 42.72 42.58
452_113 42.30 42.82 42.70 43.11 42.87
453_141 37.98 38.13 38.12 37.98 38.01
462_100 42.14 42.05 41.99 41.96 41.91
464_99 22.74 21.98 22.01 21.61 22.04
467_99 40.05 39.94 39.94 39.86 39.89
469_101 32.26 32.64 32.72 32.69 32.76
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Table B.4: The angle errors θ expressed in degress, of approximating the
swath direction using the Hough transform method, with respect to the size
of the input bitmap b. We have computed errors for each size between 2000
and 6000 in steps for 1000, each value has its column.
Name b=2000 b=3000 b=4000 b=5000 b=6000
386_95 48.13 48.29 25.34 15.62 8.79
386_99 51.54 47.12 41.19 29.18 21.01
388_43 48.62 42.38 48.50 47.97 34.18
390_40 40.09 24.82 29.29 27.65 20.73
391_38 32.54 31.11 34.69 27.56 24.02
391_43 42.01 47.30 53.23 47.31 61.73
393_105 66.43 64.71 67.01 68.00 54.97
394_102 26.14 19.65 16.83 14.22 12.23
394_105 39.76 35.29 31.43 28.92 20.38
395_44 43.42 42.33 44.75 40.85 39.18
396_93 28.27 20.99 18.45 14.04 13.55
400_45 21.22 20.57 29.23 43.44 31.85
401_136 35.34 27.44 22.87 16.36 18.78
401_45 53.61 52.18 46.81 46.92 52.73
401_46 29.43 29.77 29.69 32.95 33.12
402_45 65.76 67.73 63.89 60.05 63.53
405_132 32.66 33.39 30.00 18.03 14.87
406_97 46.06 48.10 36.06 23.77 16.06
407_133 47.68 48.56 43.59 29.45 15.63
408_122 57.04 54.04 46.52 33.61 18.45
410_97 42.47 36.21 28.69 32.45 28.74
413_127 52.28 43.18 22.56 22.67 8.86
414_125 50.52 46.52 32.13 20.50 15.38
424_112 44.98 45.08 40.18 23.86 19.16
428_116 31.81 30.40 28.24 21.85 14.24
436_111 48.70 50.03 37.05 25.74 14.56
442_110 45.26 45.53 36.19 25.59 17.27
451_143 58.66 56.08 37.84 31.06 10.35
452_113 36.50 35.71 29.50 27.65 27.23
453_141 61.62 58.10 42.65 30.47 24.84
462_100 55.29 62.21 34.23 16.89 9.70
464_99 30.51 23.74 19.16 16.95 11.75
467_99 53.15 51.12 28.78 14.43 9.61
469_101 23.39 20.28 18.33 17.50 17.17
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